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Canine Inanity

AUT WARNS ·o F
MER · STRIKE
• Britain's universities face summer of discontent
bargaining
cli- resolution" has not been found by
The A.U.T.are also seeking Thatcherite
new national pay bargaining mate,which is anyway on its way then,the AUT intend to call a special emergency meeting of its polBRITAIN'S
UNIVER- . machinery comparable to thet in out."
icy making council to decide on its
"It
is
now
our
intention
to
go
SITIES could face strike the civil service. The pay claim was
further into a confrontational next move. Tqe spokeswoman for
action in the summer term if . decided upon by the policy mak- arena.Members are,however ,de- the AUT told Student that "Our
ing council of the A.U.T. in .
the Association of University October last year ,and negotia- termined to fully back this claim members don't readily take
industrial
action" ,but
she
Teachers' 27% pay claim is tions between the CVCP and the which is long overdue,"she said.
Representatives of the policy- wamed"lf negotiations break
not met by the Committee of AUT are due to begin in early
making council justified the claim down - ,there's a fair chance of
Vice Chancellors and Princi- . February.
pals. '
··
Speaking after the· pay claim by . saying it was to "redress a industrial action in the summer
was
announced,Diana · decade of salary erosion, had term." The prospects for successIn addition to the 27% increase Walker,General Secretary of the . demoralised staff, and had caused ful negotiations do not appear
for April1990 to March 1991, it is ~ AUT said,"Our members are · enormous problems of recruit- . good.A spokesman for the CVCP
proposed to add £2000 to those pretty cynical about the govern- ment and retention in univer- described the AUT's pay claim
as"ludicrous."
.
working at the bottom of the pay . ment's attitude to education - sities".
He Jold St~dent: "It's up to the
The
claim
is
not
due
to
be
lecturing sales a figure which from top to bottom.They expect
would taper upwards in even steps us to come up with a strategy thet accepted or rejected until April • AUT to show thet universities
to be phased out at the maximum avoids repeating an annual cycle lst.,but if what a spokeswoman have had an increase _in income of
of erosion.We don't fall for the for the AUT called a "satisfactory 27% to support their claim." Propoint of the scale.
by Mark Campanile

fessor Peter Van dome ,head of the
AUT at Edinburgh University
was cautious about the chances of
a strike.
"It's too early to say but obviously,if the pay claim · is ·
rejected,the AUT executive will
have to look at all the options, "he
said.
EUSA President Jimmy Quinn
told Student: "obviously if there is
a strike it's goirig to affect students
1 very badly, but losing good teach'ing staff is also worrying and that's
what could happen." ·
Quinn added that he could not
say if EUSA would support the
AUT's claim as it did last year,
saying that the question had not
yet been discussed by the SRC.

EU KEEPS I'TS HEADS
department told Stud~nt that;
. "nobody is allowed to comment" .
THE University of EdinThe lJniversity's information
burgh is at the centre of arow office did, however, issue a state- •
after its · refusal to allow ment on Tuesday afternoon saying that, "the items in the collec~~----~;.._.1 Aboriginal remains, kept in
tion w~re gathered for scholarly
the Department of Anatomy, purposes and may be seen by
to be returned to Australia those with a genuine academic
for burial.
interest. They are not on public
The remains, which include display."
pickled heads and skulls, were
The statement ackno~ledged
originally acquired by the Univer- that "approaches had been made
sity for research purposes but from time to time about the possinow, say Aborigine campaigners, ble return of some items to their
they are simply "collecting dust". country of origin", but added
The campaign · to have the that, "the department and the
remains returned is being University, after consultation
spearheaded by Mr Michael Man- · have, however, come to the consell, an Aborigine lawyer. He is clusion that ... the items are best
particularly interested in the skull maintained as a single collection".
of William Lanney, said to be the : The National Museum in
last Aboriginal Tasmanian and Chambers Street, which also owns
therefore of great historical and certain Aboriginal relics, is under
spiritual value. Mr Mansell has similar pressure to return them.
demanded the head be returned, Assistant curator Dr Mark Shaw
V
"so we can give it a proper admitted that the remains were
fl
Aboriginal burial".
"n.ot being researched at the :
0
moment" but added that "when
The
University
itself
has
been
0
very reluctant to comment on the we were asked to return the
affair. Professor Kauffman of the pieces, we were unable to agree to ·.
- Aniitomy Department declined to do that". Dr Shaw gave "a peranswer any questions and after a sonal guarantee that they would
later inquiry a spokesman for the not ~e put on display".
.
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Tory upports
SA· Links

____b_y_S_t_e_v_e_M-ar_t..::..in-.= - - found no tangible signs of a par-·.
theid in large cities such as DurBRITAIN SHOULD foster _ban and Johannesburg.
sporting and business links
In a number of meetings with
with South Africa according business, religious and political
to local Tory, Councillor lain figures Mr Hay discovered a "treHay.
_
mendous confidence that things
In a controversial speech made are going to change for the bet. at Monday's EU Conservative ter", and he welcomed recent
society lunch, Mr Hay declared 'large-scale investment in South
his · "absolute
support
for Africa as a way of paving the way
'sportsmen who go and get to to democratic and free enter- .
,know the people there."·
prise based state system .
. The Edinburgh District counThe speaker commented that
cillor, who made an extensive visit
to South Africa last October, said he had encountered little support
such ties were a way to express for further economic sanctions, as
·approval at the dismantling of demanded by many anti-aparapartheid which is currently tak- theid activists and slammed Com.
ace. Mr
said that he monwealth leaders such as Presi-

a

dent Kawunda of Zambia who call
for a democratic South Africa,
whilst, Mr Hay claimed, running
·Jne-party states.

Such behavior w~s denounced
as the height of "humbug and
hypocrisy" , and Mr Hay said typical of many people who call for
the continued isolation of the
.republic, when "South Africans
are asking us to ma~e links, not
the reverse".
Councillor Hay concluded by .
urging sympathisers to speak up
against those who wished not a
free South Africa , but for a "black
dictatorship" .
Councillor Ian Hoy

NUS Arinounces
New Loans Strategy
by Jeff Sin ton .
The N.U.S. in Scotland have
announced new plans for
their anti-loans campaign .
They are u,rging students to
apply for vacancies with the
Student Loans Company
being set up in Glasgow. The
new strategy is designed disrupt the administration of the
scheme.
The president of N.U.S.(Scotland) , Donna Mckinnon told Student of her dissapointment at the
failure to suspend House of Commons Loans Committee. She said
that she was "absolutely appallled
that the committee had not been
suspended till details about how
. the scheme was being adminis-

·HULL: Student's at Hull University face a bleak time this term.
Owing to numerous complaints
from local residents magistrates
have taken it upon themselves to
cut the Union

tered were real eased" , since there
were no concrete proposals for
M.P.s to voe upon. Further the
costs of the scheme would mean
that it would not be until2026 that
the scheme breaks even.
Turning to the potential effects
of the loans scheme on Scottish
Universities, she added that based
on an assumption of a 4% rate of
inflation, this would mean that the
debt of a student on a four year
course would be 50% more than a
student on a three year course,
and assuming a 6% rate of infla- ·
tion the figure would rise to 61%.
Jack Straw, the shadow education spokesman, complained that
M.P.s were being "left in the
dark" and added that ,"given all
the ministerial investment in
agreement with the banks, it is

simply incredible to suggest that
the banks involvement is something that can be discarded. The
committee does not know and
cannot know what it is talking
about."
A spokesperson for the N . U. S.
in London gave details of a rally to
be held in Hyde park on 15th February to protest against the loan
scheme, adding his -pleasure that
the banks had pulled out.
The Department of Education
however confirmed that the student loans bill would go ahead and
expressed surprise that the banks
had withdrawn from the scheme.
Fresh proposals would soon be
announced but ,"they had been
held up due to the banks' withdrawal
immediately
before
Christmas. "

Also at Hull University, the
Unions are celebrating partial sue. cess in their campaign for "marking by numbers"- a new method of
exam m~rking in which a number
will be allocated to each student,
which will be used instead of the·
student's name. The various
departments have been given the
choice of using this scheme. The
Student Union is hopeful that it
will be taken on by every faculty.
CARDIFF: An unsuspecting student,innocently eating his evening
meal in a Cardiff University hall of

residence found an extra little surprise in his plate of meat. Part of a·
hypodermic needle had ~ound its
way onto his plate. Un"ortunately
•·
he did not discover its p-resence
until he was already chewing it.
Lucki'ly, no great damage was
do ne as far as the student·was con-.
Cerned. The reputati'on of the
caterers however, I's an altogether
differentmatter.
. BER.DEEN·. Summ-a·ry warrants
A
have been issued to several students regarding non-payment of
. the poll tax. Four or five students

NEWS? What's News
If you think you have a news story,
bring it in to the Student Offices
and ask for Neil.
Alternatively ring 558 1117/8, and
leave your message.

What's News?

Poll Tax UP
_ l\lfark Campanile

This increase means that students , who are liable to pay' 20%
of the full charge , will have to find
an extra £9 next year in order tp
pay the tax . ·

·• EDINBURGH' S
COM.MUNITY charge bill looks
set to increase by £45 next
This year's 'charge was, at £392
year- a rise of 11.5% on this a head , the highest in Scotland ,
year's total. .
· and these new figures suggest that
The figures emerged this week Edinburgh is set to remain in this
after a meeting of the city's ruling _position .
Labour group to plan the coming
Labour leaders on the council
year's b:ldget.
·
have blamed the increase on the
Edinburgh Uistrict Council's government's decision to freeze
share of the total community the rate support grant and cut
charge is planned to increase from non,domestic rates.
£87 to around £108, and Lothian
Regional Council has already
Paolo Vestri , secretary of the
proposed to increase its share by
£24 to £311 , in line with the 8% district Labour group, pointed out
that this meant that the support
inflation rate .
· These figures will be decided which the council gets from the
upon next week when the council government and the business secmeets to formul ate the region 's tor has been reduced quite substantially.
budget for the coming year.

· which he cond~mned the introduction of student loans.
WA RWICK: The opening of the
Umversity's
.
.
new
Advanced ,
T h 1
ec no ogy Centre, which was
attended by Prime Minister Marsituation can be properly assessed;
-.
garet Thatcher, was the scene of
LON D0 N: The main story at the
umversity
· · of London is predicta- two
seperate demonstrations both of wh'Ich concerned matters
bly the withdrawal of most banks
f
·
from t h e student loans scheme. o national importance. The
H
h'
ambulancemen had gathered out•
owever' t IS story is of additional
'd th
interest to students here as the SI e
e centre with their own
demonstrati'on
Vice-Chancellor, Lord Flower, a
' along wi'th ·th ree t o ·
Tory member of the House of four hundred students who were
L d h
protesting against the imposition
or s,. as recently made a speech of student loans.

uni·' versity's S.R.C. concerning what .
action they should now take. The
SRC
. . . are at t h e moment ask ing
~
or more stude~ similarly
affected to come forward so the

Organic Farn.t
ForEU
by Susan Stephen
AN ORGANIC farming
centre has qeen set up by the
Edinburgh
School
of
Agriculture and the University of Edinburgh's Centre
for Human Ecolog. It
be
based in Edinburgh .and at
Janiesfield, a 280 acre farm
near Newburgh in Fife.
Funding of £600,000 for the
centre's first two years of opera-

will

NEWS?

Photo: Hugh Pinney

tion has been raised from Safeway resulting
from
the studY.
plc, the Scottish Development .will be made available through the
Agency and the E.E.C:
·
creation of a Europe-wide data
The project will cover research base involving computer netinto organic beef and organic veg- works, publications, videos and
etable production, a whole farm technical notes. .
monitoring programme and a
A U.K. wide mariu!t survey is
wide range of demonstrations of also being prepar~d. ·1 . · ·
or«anic techniques.
.
·
Also provided at the centre will
The centre is employing nine
be an information, advice and ~ull time people and will be drawtr~ining service, working closely · mg on t~e. expertise of a .number
~Ith the Organic Advisory Ser- o~ spec~ahsts. fro~ outside and
VIce,and the Agricultural Training With m the Umversity.
Board. The info mation
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CONTROVERSIAL
LABOUR MP Ron Brown is
facing the greatest threat of
his political career as many
members of his Leith constituency call for his resignation.

thursday, january 18, 1990. 3

n

BroYLn's behaviour after the trial
ended last Tuesday, when he
drank Champagne and claimed ·
the .outcome was a "political ana'
mo~al victory". This claim has •
drawn widespread condemnation
from both in and out of parliament.

The Labour Party central offi- ·
ces in London declined to comAt present, three out of six con- ment on the matter, as did fellow
stituency branches have endorsed Edinburgh MP's Alistair Darling
a no confidence motion in Mr and Nigel Griffiths. Ron Brown,
Brown. Only one branch has so · however, was unavailable for
far come out in his support, and comment.
his own branch- Grantonffrinityhave yet to make a decision.
A spokesman for the Transport
and General Worker's Union told
The votes come as a direct Student that during the re-selecresult of the much publicised tion process, a third of its memcourt case which ended last week bers had supported Mr Brown.
with Mr Brown being fined £1000 However, he pointed out that the
for criminal damages, although he party "can't force him to resign
was aquitted of stealing items of since no disciplinary measures
underwear and jewellery. The have been tal<e-n"
incident in question took place
last April in the home of his ·
Further Union comment came
former mistress Norra Longden in· from the Amalgamated Urrion of
Sussex.
Engineering
Workers,
who
wished to make it clear that they
Much of the current uproar
withdrew their sponsorship of Mr
rs to be aimed at Mr

e

oc s

Brown after the. mtam<;ms. "Mace
throwing incident" in 1988. A
very strong line has also been
taken by the National Union of
Seamen.
In a statement from the Tugboat section ofthe Leith NUS, the
members condemned Mr Brown's
behaviour, complaining of the
"adverse political illtpact" it will ~
have on the Labour Party. Declaring their lack of confidence in him ·
as a constituency MP, they called
for the motion to be put before the
next meeting of the constituency
party.

Meanwhile Mrs May Brown
continues to support her husband,
claiming on local radio that the
Champagne incident had been set
up by the press, and stating
emphatically that her husband
will "definately not resign". The
eventual outcome will be decided
on January 25th, when the Leith
Constituency Labour Party holds
its next general meeting.

Happy BirthdaY M,~,~in th~!!!~t;f~
The Edinburgh University
Advice Place is one year old
this week.

of administrative problems for
students," she said, and spoke of
the potential demand for "debtcounselling".

In that year its offices, at 16 Potterrow , opposite the Man del a
Centre, have seen a steady rise in
demand for their services. Last
term alone 2,546 enquiries were
taken care of, 685 enquiries more
than the number seen to throughout the whole of 1988./9

Students, as well as a small
proportion of the general public, are advised on matters from how
to deal with the Poll Tax (17% of
last term's enquiries) to Housing
Benefit (13%). The centre is also
prepared to negotiate on behalf of
enquirers, over, for example,
telephone bills, rent and examination results. It is ready to deal with
The Place is run by two members of staff and a pool of twentyeight student volunteers, and is at
pains to stress its independent
status.

The Advice Place, according to
Gill Troup, EUSA Education and
Welfare Advisor, will in addition
soon have to deal with the problems posed by the government
loans scheme. "There will be a lot

awiderangeoffinancial,legaland
health matters.
Louise West, student advisor,
talked of the importance of
expanding the Advice Service still
further by taking it out into the
university, through the desks soon
to be opened at Kings Buildings
and Pollock Halls. "It is important
that there should be more work on
information which sorts problems
out before they have started," she
added.
Jimmy Quinn, EUSA President, triumphed that "We've
shown the need for such a service
by the enquiry figures. We have
vaster expertise than anyone
would have expected in a year,"

Depart11Jent of Med1cme has
been awarded '250,000 to set
up a special unit to fight vascular disease, the University
announced last week. ·The
award comes from the

well as hospital care.
The team, who have been
.involved in Edinburgh Artery
Study for a number of years, are
led by three doctors from different. ~epartments - Comm~~i~y
.
.
Med1cme, Surgery, and Med1cme
Wolfson Foun?atiO_n m Lo.n- - !\laking this a unique 'interdisdo~. The. U~lt Will be . of ciplinary' collaboration. Experts
,natiOnal Significance, bemg in their field, the team have conthe first of its kind in the U.K. tacts around the country and in
Edinburgh itself they have sueAccording to Dr Gerry ceeded in establishing a network
Fowkes one of the three chief of GPs who have been forwarding
membe;s of the team, Peripheral patients to them .
The quarter of~ ~illion P?und
Vascular Disease (diseases of the
arteries and legs) effects as many award IS a prest1_gwu~ achieveas 50,000 people in Britain, per ment for th~ Umver~rty: There
year. The new unit will put par-. were over th1rty apphcat10~s f?r
ticular emphasis on 'preventive the ~ward. '!he Wolfso_n Umt Will
programmes for PVD in the corn- _be Situated m t~e Med1c~l S~hool
m unity'. The most well-known and hopes to be m operat10n m the
form of the
varicose next few months.

Last Orders
by Anne Stuhldreher

THE WHITBREAD brewing company is to set sell five
of its pubs in Edinburgh, as
well as an undisclosed
number in Glasgow, before
the end of March. The Cafe
Noir, Oblomov, Oddfellows,
The Lyceum and The Pelican
are currently on the market.

~~--~--~~~----~

Whitbread has refused to comment on the sellings except to say
that it is, "having negotiations
regarding the selling of its Scottish
pubs." A source at Whitbread's
Sheffield offices who wished to
remain anonymous said that the

sellings are a result of the Depart·ment of Trade and Industry's
recent report on monopolies and
mergers. "It has greatly affected
the drink supply industry in Britain. Basically, six companies
(Bass, Allied Brewing, Great
Metropolitan, Courage, Newcastle, and Whitbread) have control
of the liquor supply. The D.T.I.
thinks that this monopoly should.
be broken up. In this way the consumer will have more choice in
· who he wishes to buy his drinks
from.
"It's a very complicated
report," he added. "Different
brewing companies are evovling
different strategies to deal with
it."

It is likely that most of th~ Edi~
burgh pubs will remain open, be 1t
under a different ownership. The
only pub that is in significant
•jeopardy is The Pelican, a poular
student pub on the Cowgate.

"It might close anCI it might
not," said James Anesley, a student who worked at The Pelican
until last December. "It is in a
poor state . of repair. ~t re_al!Y
needs a lot of money put mto 1t. .
Pelican regulars have expressed
regret at the pubs possible dosing.
"That would be a real bum mer if it
closed," said
Claire Taylor,
a second year student. "I go there
all the time. I don't know where
I'd go instead if it closes."
~~~
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.forms I sent them. The sum
Anybody who stands in the way Dear Sir, .
of a horse about to jump a fence ,
Concerning January 11th's involved may not seem large to
LET~fERS
must need their head examining. · Student', despite his slightly deri- you, but I am a full-time postPerhaps the 'sab' was trying to get ~ive comment towards the end of graduate student and cannot
Dear Sir •
injured so as to be able to present his article at least 'Pilgrim' man- afford simply to pay up . and
- I am writing with reference to the hunt in a bad light.
aged .to spell Heriot-Watt cor- forget.
the article written by James
I received the enclosed bill on
Bethell, entitled "Out Foxed". In
What are the more effective · rectly. This is more than can be the 5th of January, postmarked
for· both Andrew Heavens in the 3rd, despite the date of issue
this, he appears to have got many and humane ways of destroying' said
'
of his facts wrong. Most of the vio- foxes, that Mr Bethell tells us of. his article headed 'Maths City' on being the 11th of December. As
lence in the hunting field is caused Shooting is ineffective, and is page 3; and Matt MacDonald in an appeal has to be lodged in writby the 'sabs'; the rest generally more likely to simply wound the their page 5 ad ..
ing within 28 days of the day after
due to excessive provocation. I fox. Gassing is illegal and cruel.
As a Heriot-Watt graduate, the date of issue the late postage
have heard reports of 'sabs' using This does not leave many other now taking an MSc in the Dept. of has affected my ability to appeal.
fencing stakes to hit horses and alternatives except hunting to AI, U. of E. , Ifeel somewhat mif- This is especially true as I have not
people. Unsuitable behaviour for ·
fed that, regardless of your opin- been informed as to why the surthose associated with animal wel- control and animal which is ions on the other university in this charge has bet<n imposed. Telecity, so often you fail to spell its phoning and a personal visit
fare. Likewise the blowing of regarded as a pest.
horns is often done to draw
Huntingisneithercruel,thefox namecorrectly.
.
merely produced the information
Apar~ from that mggle, con- that surcharges were usually
hounds towards roads, resulting is al_way~ killed inst~ntly a hounds
in danger to hounds and vehicles. . touches It, by breakmg Its neck, or·-' gr~tulatiOns on an excellent, well- issued for late registration. This
by shooting with a humane-killer. . pnced paper.
does not indicate whether the sur'Mohican-ed', probably Hung- Hunted foxes have been seen to Yours faithfully,
charge is for late registration or
over students, reflects the appear- kill rabbits in the course of a hunt , James Saffery
· for late notification of my move to
ance of many 'sabs' . They are and therefore do not appear to be ,
Parkside Terrace. Either seems
obviously not there with the inten- concerned about the pursuing Dear Editor,
odd as I sent off the initial registtion of doing anything, except get- hounds.
1 am writing to inform you of
ration forms within the time
ting paid for doing a bit of shoutallowed and notified them
Hunt followers are rarely my recent dispute with ~othian
ing and fighting. Perhaps the CB blood-thirsty, most do not care if Regional Council concermng_Poll
promptly of my change of address
radios actually came from the the fox dies or not, except that , Tax payments. I have su_bmitted on moving. I am also fully paid up
IRA. If 'sabs' wish to associate · they realise that the numbers must all forms within the deadlines and
to date.
themselves with the IRA, who are be controlled.
To add insult to injury the total
yet they still propose to surcharge
surely among the most dispicable
me £50.20 , perhaps because of payable is a penny more than the
Yours
Faithfully,
in our society, that is their busiadministrative delays in their pro- surcharge. I consulted the
William Sloper
ness.
cessing of the change-of-address Finance Office to find out what
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the sums itemised meant. The
£19.34 is the total amount that the
Poll Tax office calculated I owe
them for the period specified. (I
moved again at the end of June
1989.) Ignore that number for
now. Reading vertically down ,
the next three numbers would be
clarified by some signs. The
£39.40 is the amount I paid using
the paying-in book for that
account, it helps if you put a minus
sign in front of it. The£20.07 is the
amount that the Poll Tax office
calculated I had overpaid into that
account and then there is the surcharge. Add those together,
remember the minus and you get
£30.87. This added to £19.34 gives
£50.2i. It is notthe clearest way to
lay out an account but the real
curiosity is the £20.07. I am not
sure how it has been calculated
but it was not by the obvious
method of subtracting the amount
due from the amount paid , £19.34
plus £20.07 is £39.41.
The penny discrepancy could
easily be an accounting mistake:
however, the real point of con ten-_
tion is the surcharge, which I
strongly feel has been imposed in
error.
Yoyrs sincerely,
L. Bootland.

Zodiac Pilgrim
"Pisces: Recent changes in your
life could lead to a new
perspective. You need to be more
sensible with your money but also
to avoid the reputation of being
mean. A sudden change in the
weather could bring luck."
Horoscopes are easily the most
utterly worthless waste of time
ever conceived of in the entire
history of the world and space,
with the possible exception of the
Helen KeiJer Memorial Downhill
Badminton on Ice competition,
although that at least didn't have a ·
direct line to the timetable of the
President of the USA, which may
or may not be a ~ood thinsz.
Yesterday, in accordance with the
quite
frighteningly
accurate
prediction above, recent changes
in my life led to me missing a
tutorial. I went absolutely wild
with my money and spent nearly
£1 on lunch and a sudden change
in the weather brought some wet
feet. It's when predictions are so

successful as that you start to feel
· that there might be something in
this astrology lark after all. Don't
you feel that a bunch of randomly
arranged but gaseous objects
billions of miles away and with
scarcely a hope of affecting each
other gravitationally obYiously
have an intimate role to play in
your day-to-day life. Of c~urse
they do, just as JFK was
assassinated by Martin Luther
King who was subsequently
himself silenced by Jim Morrison
who before long met an untimely
end at the hands of Elvis Presley
who in turn was bumped off by an
irate Pope John Paul I who
subsequently succumbed to a fatal
blow from none other than our
very own Fatima Whitbread who
is herself now daily in fear for her
of - a
life
all
becuse
misunderstanding at the 1956
Democratic Convention about the
pronunciation of the word
' "controversy". It all makes perfect

sense . to me, especially as it Lockerbie. ("Pieces of aeroplane
explains just why Orson Welles falling on your head could lead to a
was never allowed to make his change in perspective.")
movie version of Dante's Inferno.
Why couldn't horoscopes be
(Why? Because Welles had some more honest or straightforward?
compromising footage of Varleria
Taurus: You are a kind and
Giscard-D'Estang
playing gentle person. Your sensitive and
bedroom water polo with the tender nature has given you the
blonde one from Abba at Ronald reputation of being a crawler and a
Reagan's house some time during fairy. You will work in a bank.
the Watergate scandal, which as
Aries: You are an enthusiastic
everybody knows had nothing to and energetic person whose
do with tapes but plenty to do with vivaciousness is nauseating to
the fact that Nixon was trying to others. You conceptrate on future
reunite the two Germanies but success to avoid confronting your
kept putting Denmark in by . past and present failures. You will
mistake and so he had to be · work in a bank.
silenced because, as everybody
Scorpio: You are an opinionated
must be aware by now, domineering bastard who enjoys
Copenhagen is the home of the eating babies and evicting old
mystical seer of Prague (in exile) · grannies from their homes. You do
who knows the secret of where to not care who you step on in order
find the p~wer to rule the world if to get to the top and you take great
only you can getthe time off work. pleasure in the untimely demise of
others. Most Scorpios are shot in
This really leaves unanswered · the back by other Scorpios. You
the tiny point of why horoscopes . will work in a bank, subordinate to
never _,predict an)'thing big like an Aries. Live In Fear.

Ceaucescu, the Turkey
I am taking one step sideways
to tell you about a provoca~
tive dream I had. A dream
which has stuck in my mind
and has a point or two of
_interest besides uncover!ng
my love of cheese; bare with
me.
A father half blind reads at the
head of a table, he reads the Bible
but it is on the wrong page, noone
knows; from memory he sights the
parable where Jesus feeds the four
thousand.
'If I send them home hungry,
they will collapse on tpe way,
because some of them have come
a long distance'.
Two candlesticks like guard
towers survey the quiet streets
between the cups, plates and cutlery. and throw a strobic light on
six faces which peer down on the
otherwise bare.surface. Two children stand patiently, their eyes
barely above the table, their little
fingers in the embroidery of the
tablecloth.
Behind, in the darkness there is

a monotonous thud of feet, I . enormous beast · stuffed with
heard a shout 'It is the people, stuffing still spits with rage as a
they come, hooray. It is the . roar rises up in a mushroom cloud
people' the darkness gives and a steady chanting 'Ceausescu,
nothing away but the people link Ceausescu, Ceausescu' grows
arms and all march towards the until the name is barely audible.
square, march towards the table The father ends the prayer
where the father continues
'Why does this generation ask for
'But where is this remote place a miraculous sign? I tell you the
can anyone get enough bread to truth , no sign will be given.'
feed them.'
The family sit down and as the
the glasses rattle on their bases Uncle carves the mountain of gold
as the ground trembles and the flesh, the masses go mad unable to
white knuckles of the Uncle grip repress their hunger; juices pour
the chair's back. It is as if he, God, ·from the cuts in the Turkey's side
stares at the arrangement beneath and drips fall,. fall, fall onto the
him and can see thousands and crowd who scream in a pool of
thousands of people swarm across liquid oil. I woke in a cold sweat.
the table, along the arteries to the. The dream and now the thoughts.
candles.
Last year saw the death and
'How many loaves do you
have?' Jesus asked
downfall of many turkeys,
'Seven' they replied The father metaphorically speaking (of the
doubled over his book, hears fat, ~ juicy and rich)). Honecker,
nothing; no sound penetrates the Jaruzelsky, Husak etc and
vacuum around the prayer he now Ceaucescu iron{cally kiiled on
feebly breathes.
Christmas day. In their wake is a
'He told the crowd to sit sensitive aftermath, how is the
down .... ' at this point the two sis- turkey to be distributed? will
ters enter and lower, in front of every mouth get_a fair share of the
them all, a;. giant turkey. The beast or will the first to the table

fend the others off with knife and
· fork . The people may nev<:>r see
their share of the turkey , it may
remain solid like a lump of gold in
another tyrant's hand.
The facts - Poland patiently
wait in longer queues for even less
· food than ever before. The Prime
Minister appears on TV regularly
to assure the nation he is trying. In
East Germany Modrow hangs on
for dear life as the masses regroup
to oppose any reintroduction of
communism· and in Romania the
turkey has only just been put on
the table.
My dream anticipates the questions of the sceptic. In a parable
'The pharisees came and began
· to question Jesus. To test him,
they asked him for a sign from
heaven. He sighed deeply and .
said
. 'I tell you the truth, no sign will
be given'.
The people must not expect
miracles to happen, these are the
actions of Gods. They though are
at the fate of mere mortal men of
humble mortal endeavour.
I
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aving been convicted of
~~~fu~
former mistress' flat, Ron
Brown, MP, celebrated with a
champagne party calling the verdiet a 'moral voctory'. Clearly
there is some triumph in being
branded a common criminal
which is obscure to the vast majority of the population but not1 it
seems, to Mr Brown.
His notable activities are only
matched by his audacity in refusing to express any shame or regret attention in order to augment his
for his actions despite the words of notoriety, then he feigns surprise
Judge Bower who, when sentenc- when there are murmurings
ing Brown admonished him with · within his constituency for his resthe words: 'The fact remains. that ignation. The bravado with which
what you did on that evening in he embelishes every action wouJd
Mrs Longdon 's flat was a disgrace- · be comic were it were not so utterly
ful exhibition of uncontrolled bad inappropriate.
temper for which you should be
Indeed this is not the first time
thoroughly
ashamed...
bad that Mr Brown has hit the headtemper which spilled over into the lines. He appeari-to be a supreme
<!ommission of crime.'
if relatively trivial example of a
But rather instead of regret, he notorious figure who thrives on the
of
blicity. Apart from
appears to actively seek media

implicitly set t emselves up (very

h~~~~~

the infamous mace incident when
his own party whip was forced to
aid the speaker in restraining Mr
Brown before he was escorted out
of the Commons, the Leith MP is
no stranger to Iawcourts having
been fined SO pounds for breach of
the peace on Thatcher's visit to
Glasgow.
Then the reporting of his
extra-parliamentary
activities
with a woman in the Commons
Shower rooms, a visit to Afganistan atthe height of the Soviet occu-

tions of authority) as responsible ·
leaders of the community. Breach
of this trust demands reparation
best expressed in the resignation of
the official.
According to the 1981 Representation of the People Act, the
election of an MP is only void if
found guilty of criminal damage
and sentenced to one year imprisonment. Mr Brown was not found
pation and the list goes on...
guilty of the more serious criminal
Without wishing to sound charge of stealing the jewellery
imperialistic and moralistic, the and underwear of his mistress
fact is that such behaviour is both therefore the Party leadership
unseemly and inappropriate for a · have no formal grounds on which
mari in his position.
to request his resignation.
•
Of course Mr Brown could be
Everyone loves a character and chivalrous, act in the best interests
what people do in their private of his party and cease being a blot
lives is their own business, True. on their notebook by resigning volBut the fact is that such behaviour · untarily. But waiting for Mr
by a personage in his position is Brown to act in the best interest of
inappropriate. Having entbraced his party might take as long as
·public
office,
officeholders Waiting For Godot.
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STUDENT ACCOMMODATION SERVICE

UNIVERSITY
FLATS
1990
Application forms for University-controlled flats
are now available from SAS Office. Forms are also
available from the Students' Association Office,
Mandela Centre; the Student Advisory Service
Office, King's Buildings Union; and the Porter's
Box, St Lednard's Hall, Pollock Halls.

\

Forms should ~e returned to the SAS Office at 30
BUCCLEUCH PLACE, BY 12 NOON. ON FRIDAY
16TH FEBRUARY, for inclusion in a lottery which
will determine applicants places on the list.
Applications received after 12 - noon on 16th
February will be added to the list in the order in
which they are received.
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Fields of addiction

The American Drug Enforcement Agency
continues its battle with the drug barons. Dirk
Singer interviewed drug enforcement officer
Larry Acevedo in Mexico City.
WHAT American CBS Television called, ''A problem we
can't blame on anyone elsemade in USA", is what Larry
Acevedo is. trying to stop
before it reaches the U.S. A
group of U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) agents
operate within Mexico, carrying out 'intelligence work'
on behalf of the PGR, the
Mexican Drug comb{1ting.
organisatiOQ.
The cornerstone of the DEA's
efforts is Operation Vanguard,
which Acevedo described as,
"helping to spray crops from the
air, and coming back a few days

The D EA campaign is like
"trying to drain the ocean
with a teaspoon".
later to make sure the job is done,
providing' planes and helicopters
for the Mexicans, and collating
information in order to help the
Mexicans make the necessary
arrest's."

tion, has compared the present
DEA campaign with "trying to
drain the ocean with a teaspoon."
According to Acevedo, U.S.
hoUJ1d drugs are brought into
Mexico, "by plane, by sea, by
land, you name it." In addition,
Mexico has its own home grown
drugs organisation br.inging local
opium and some marijuana into
the lJ.:S. Acevedo admits that,
"our success rate is probably not
much higher than 20%."
Acevedo does not think that the
capture of Panama's former selfappointed leader General Manuel
Noriega, will make his job any
easier.
"Noriega was just a middleman
who played both sides of the
fence. It was important that we
capture him, because we needed
to take someone as an example.
However, the drugs issue was only
one of the reasons we went in
there ... The problem is that if you
remove one guy in the link ,
there's fifteen others ready to take
over."

Perhaps it is not so surprising
Poppies are once again ·the symbol for bloodshed - this time in the· Mexican drug war
that
the DEA downplays
Noriega's importance. A recently
What the Mexicans do with the publicised 1984 letter, from the ing other crops,. but it is very Addicts are given drugs on pre- That would be a burden on the·
information
provided,
has then DEA Chief, Francis Mullen difficult as there is a cultural scription, yet the number of medical field, and who's going to
recently provoked some criticism to Noriega, praised the drug- aspect involved as well. I mean, addicts does not seem to be get- foot the bill?"
within Mexico. Amid the trafficker and CIA- agent: "Your these people have been growing
So what is the long-term ansannouncement by Javier Coello long-standing support for the the stuff and chewing the leaves
wer?
"Finding that is not part of
Drug
Enforcement
agency
is
Trejo, Mexico 's anti-drugs boss, .
for hundreds of years, you can't The problem is that if you
my
job.
The problem is largely
deeply
appreciated.
Thank
you
"that impunity has disappeared in
just tell them to start growing remove one guy in the link,
ours in so much as it is a problem
this country", aircraft which were veor much for the autographed . corn. They're not stuRid either- if
of supply and demand. Maybe this
reportedly drugs-laden have been photograph. I have it framed and they stand to lose money, then there's fifteen others ready
is ap. issue that society as a whole
to take over.
shot down. In response, Acevedo it is proudly displayed in my they'll tell us to get the fuck out!"
office."
has
to address, and maybe one has
simply admitted that "the DEA
Would
decriminalisation
of
to
look
at the criminal justice sysdoes have a network of identifying
.
incoming aircraft, and passes that • Accordmg to A~eve~o , a carr?t drugs take the traffic out of the ting any less. If we legalise drugs, tem as well. But an answer? I
information on "
as well as a stick IS bemg used 111 hands of criminals , and allow gov- we admit defeat and that the situa- don't have one. Hell, if I had it, I
·
trying to stop the drugs flow into ernments to regulate and control tion is out of control. If you wouldn't give it to you to publish,
Earl Crown, President of the the U .S. "Th~re are programmes the supply? "Look at what's hap- legalise drogs_1 you have more I'd sell it to the U.S. government
Wash_ingtory D .C. Police Associa- to get growers to switc~ to grow- . pening over witli you in England. addicts and a larger problem. .for a million dollars!"

EAST

GERMANY

Destiny unknown
-

At first they shouted "Gorbi , seems that few are aware of these
East Germans are now free to determine their own political future.
Gorbi!" at demonstrations. Dur- dangers. The calls for reunificaStephanie Noblett found that this new-found liberty is the cause of concern ing I-ielmut Kohl's recent visit to . tion have aroused nationalist feelDresden they called out "Helm ut! ing and small groups of right-wing
as well as hope.
Save us!". The reunification of radicals have come to light.
Germany is considered definite , it
Despite
. everything
the
is merely a question of when and
well prepared nor confid~nt .
THE JUBILATION of the urity .
is
reformed
Communist
Party
how. Many see reunification as
past few months in the GDR
One thing that most people the only hope for their hopelessly expected to get over 30% in the
Under the old system, repres~
next election. Even if the word
and especially .in Leipzig, is sive as it was, people knew where agree on is that the last 40 years dilapidated economy.
socialism
is
deleted
from
difficult for anyone from the -they stood, there was a certain represent an unsuccessful experiAt a recent demonstration stu- everyone's vocabulary the fundaWest to understand. The order to everything and certain ment and that they refuse to conbeing guinea pigs. For dents distributed a fly-sheet under mental structure of society is
peaceful
and
reasoned procedures to follow. Now it tinue
seems almost as though there is no many, socialism has become a the headline 'We are worried socialist and it is not going to disrevolution that took place system, the old was disabled dirty word. Particularly in places about our country'. They warned appear overnight. Building upon
has proved to people that before the new couli.i be formed to like Dresden where West German that the ideological dictatorship this socialist structure and intro.they really do have the power take its place. Many government T.V. cannot be picked up, people could simply be replaced by a ducing reforms without losing the
provisions ·
departments appear not to exist think that under West Germa~ money-based dictatorship and excellent welfare
to change things.
anymore, no-one knows where to style capitalism the streets woulcf that the elite could continue to already in existence may produce
People are overjoyed at having go if they want to complain about be paved with' gold. In a country exist under a different guise. They a functioning compromise betbeen liberated from the fear of the something. New political parties where everyone has the right to were also concerned that a high ween capitalism and socialism.
Stasi or secret police, who have have formed and are beginning to work, the right to free medical . standard of living could only be The evolution of such a system - a
long stifled all hope of change. As work towards a democratic elec- treatment and a free education achieved by exploiting the Third living fusion between East and
everyone settles down after the tion but since neither pdt\tical par- the average citizen cannot fully World and that the newly West- may be the only hope for a
Christmas celebrations thoughts ties nor elections as we know them imagine the more unpleasant awakened environmental con- peaceful and united future not
are now beginning to turn to the have ever existed in the history of aspects of a 'survival of the fittest' sciousness will be crushed by con- just in Germany but in Europe as
future and there is growing insec- the GDR, people seem neither society.
sumerism.
Unfortunately, .it J:t wnore.
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SOUTH AFRICA

IN 1988 an average of two
people per week were
hanged in South Africa. This
week British papers are high. lighting the 'barbaric' death
imposed
by
sentence
extremists which still hangs
over Salman Rushdie: yet the
British government refuses
to break its ties with a regime
whose legal system has
thousands of barbaric deaths
on its hands.
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Let them hang
The case of the Sharpel!..ille Six in 1988 brought international attention to the
flaws in the South African legal system. LaraBurnsexamines the injustices
·
which still continue.

legal precedent
. . Yet the
remains. Many of those recently
convicted under the 'common
purpose ' ruling have had death
sentences imposed. Although
many of the accused may not have
taken part in the killing, their presence at the time preceding the
murder (even by as much as an
hour) is used as evidence' of complicity.

Exact details · of the numbers
hanged in South Africa are impossible to obtain. According to the
SA Barometer more than 4,253
people have been hanged there
since 1910. Initial figures for 1989
led Amnesty International to
hope for some change in this
rigorous policy. However, their

Twenty five people in Upington
were convicted of complicity in
murder in April 198S. In May last

"Tear gas and electric
batons are used to force the
condemned to the gallows."

"More than 4,253 people
have been hanged in South
Africa since 1910."
latest released figures prove
otherwise. Between January and
June last year 34 people were executed: 10 were hanged iii the
space of 12 days alone in June.
The sheer barbaric inhumanity
of execution by hanging was discussed at the Black Sash National
Conference in February 1988.
Sheena Duncan argued that if
hangings were s.till carried out in
public , the resulting outcry would
immediately bring this practice to
an end. Judge Ray Leon, who has
witnessed hangings in Pretoria
Central Prison, admitted that he
was against the death penalty.
Imposing the death sentence
caused him great distress , he said,
and it took some days to recover
afterwards: "One is in a very real
. sense causing someone to be killed."
Witnesses watch men and
women subjected to a slow death,
accompanied by extreme fear.
They defecate and urinate
involuntarily, sometimes there
are emissions of blood. Tear gas
and electric batons are reportedly
used to force the understandably
reluctant condemned to the gallows. In 1981 the Prisons Department also unwittingly disclosed·
that "the present facilities at the
gallows make provision for the
simultaneous hanging of up to 7
condemned prisoners."

year 14 received the death sentence . In June their right to appeal
was refused . In September the
head of their legal defence team
was murdered. The Government
has now refused to give their
lawyers the scheduled dates of
their hangings, preventing any
last minute stays of execution
from being launched.
BlackSash women demonstrate to prevent the hanging of the Sharpeville Six.
In 1981, a South African MP,
David Dalling, tried to raise questions on a parliamentary order
paper about hanging. He wanted
to know the average time the condemned had to wait between arrival at the gallows to the time of
hanging; if they were given a sedative; whether a doctor was present; whether physical force was
used to 'persuadei convicts from
cells to the gallows. According to
reports, the Minister of Justice , in
a personal appeal to Dalling,
urged him to withdraw the questions, since the answers would be
"too gruesome."
At question is not only the disturbingly brutal method of execution. The unreliable 'justice' provided by the South African legal
system has led to world-wide horror and opprobium.
This legal system allowed Paul
Setlaba to be sentenced to death

• ERASMUS
IF THE friendly overseas countries as _part of their degree,
student you have just invited the courses being assessed by the
for a coffee suddenly looks home university. The project is
by an annual grant of the
you in the eyes and tells you; . financed
European
Commission. The
-I am here with Erasmus ... - , money it receives is employed in
do not let this mislead you. two distinct ways. Payments are
What they are referring to is made to universities to allow
not the (dead) Dutch meetings and discussions between
·philosopher: it is instead the different departments. This part
European
Community of the programme is the InterUniversity Cooperation ProgAction Scheme for the ramme (JCP). The second type of
Mobility of University Stu- payment is used to provide students.
dents with linguistic preparation
The Erasmus Project started
three years ago. Its main aim is to
encourage European students to
. take courses in other European

South African justice is the use ot
the 'common purpose' doctrine as
a basis of conviction for memb.ers
of a crowd. The international outcry over the case of toe Sharpeville Six , who were convicted
on this basis, eventually forced
the SA government to commute
their death sentences.

before they leave their own countries. What students have to pay
for in the host country is accomadation and ~eneral facilities but

in 1986. During 1988, he was twice
subjected to the terrifying
announcement of the final
scheduling of his execution. Twice
he was granted last minute stays of
execution. In November 1988 his
trial was reopened. A sworn
affidavit from the single witness
on whose evidence Setlaba was
originally convicted , admitted
that he had lied to the court as a
result of police coercion . In
March 1989, Setlaba's sentence
was commuted to 20 years imprisonment.
The numbers of prisoners who
have had their death sentences
commuted reveals the tenuous
reliablility of South African legal
sentences. In many cases, defendants are forbidden even the right
of appeal. Solomon Nongwati was
one of four trade unionists convicted of murder in 1987 and sentenced to death . In 1988 the
Appeal Cm1rt substituted a

This is the system of 'justice'
which South African organisacharge of public violence for mur- tions such as Black Sash and
der: His death sentence was o'thers are fighting . Individuals
reduced to 30 days imprisonment. such as Helen Suzman and
(Although he had already been in Archbishop Desmond Tutu , and
prison for more than two years.)
Amnesty International continue
The fact that the unjust legal . to call for a moratorium on all
system mainly victimises blacks is executions. They demand an offi. indisputable. Out of 151 people cial public commission of enquiry
executed from January 1988 to into the South African legal sysJune 1989 , five were white. Helen tem and its· use of the death penSuzman, the well known white alty.
Liberal , publicly highlighted the
In April 1989 Minister of Jusbias of one case in 1989. The same
judge who had originally sen- tice H J Coetsee reported that 275
tenced Solomon Nongwati sen- prisoners were under sentence of
tenced two white farmers. A black death in Pretoria prisons alone.
farm worker had allegedly killed How many more have since been
their dog. They had tied him to a sentenced in the whole of the
tree for two days and assaulted country is unknown. Despite
him, resulting in his death. One heightened international camfarmer received a 5 year sus- paigns, the despicable hangings
pended sentence, a fine and continue. The Upington 14 are
monthly payments to the victim's just a few of those who daily await
the call to the gallows.
family, the other was fined .
The most infamous example of

With thanks to Amnesty International.

Paola Buonadonna extolls the opportunities

that the scheme offers.
not tuition fees.
If you decide to go, 'usually theThe average period of stay third year is the best time. This
abroad is six months . The means that at the beginning of
minimum is three months but the your second year you should find
standard is moving towards a out from your Director of Studies
whole year. Why should a student whether your Department is
of Edinburgh University be involved in any agreement with
interested .in Erasmus? Of course other European universities . At
the first answer would have to be the moment Edinburgh Univerfor the excitement of travelling, sity is involved in 20 programmes,
seeing new places, meeting new each of them involving exchanges
people. But this experience is also with a number of foreign -univervery useful careerwise. With the sities (from 4 to 6). The next step
opening of the frontiers in 1992 will be to try to learn the language
mobility will become an essential of the country you want to apply
element of every profession and for, even if at this stage there is
having taken part in the Erasmus still no assurance that at the end of
Project will be a significant addi- the year the programme will in
effect be operating. If a l.arge
. tion to your Curriculum Vitae.

number of students apply, the
Department will select the candidates by a test (sometimes a language test) . This is of course
purely hypothetical given that, at
the present time , the number of
candidates per department is on
average 2 or 3.
One of the difficulties that the
programme is facing is the reluctance of British people to learn
other languages . It is up to you to
alter this trend and to enjoy the
unique opportunity you are
offered by Erasmus. If you would
like further details contact Dr.
Brian Barron, 6 Buccleuch Place.
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bring them a better result than last
year's game. Stand-off Peter Russell, brother of Edinburgh University full back Johnny Russell,
and Gary Halpin have been called
up to their Triple Crown bid.

This year's Five Nations Championship begins in two days time ,
with none of the sides looking
strong enough to win outright.
The coveted Grand Slam looks
safe for another year, but some of
the Home Nations can have serious aspirations to the Triple
Crown.

In reality , however, the Irish
perhaps lack the flair needed for
title success. They have no dazzling matchwinners, but rely on passion and commitment, typified in
their game against the New
Zealanders; unfortunatley this
may not be enough to sustain a
challenge on the Triple Crown.
The forwards lack height and
could find themselves struggling
badly in the lineout department,particularly against the
English. There is an acceptance in
Ireland that their front line is not
that strong and that is where they
could fall down badly in the games
against the games against the
English and the Frerych whose
packs are quite monstrous.
The backs were tested last year
and were found wanting in the
defensive situations,a perfect
example was in the match at Murrayfield against Scotland where
they concededed five trys,however they were able to counter
with three excellent trys themselves.

The French, as always, pose the
greatest thrreat to any of the
Home sides title bids. They possess some of the most talented
individuals in the game, which
makes them equally dangerous
home and away.
Dining the past five years we
have witnessed a chinge in French
tactics towards a game plan which
bears heavily on grinding forward
play, but the sparkling open play
of the backs still creates blistering
opportun~t
counterplay the
thrills crowds the world over.
Despite the experiments that
the French tried with success
against the Wallabies, Ferroux,
the domineering coach, has
reverted to his trusted formula of
heavy, crunching forward play,
supported by the flair of Blanco
and Sella.
The
French
face
the
beleaguered Welsh at the Arms
Park on Saturday as firm favourites. Wales have long lived in the
shadows of the great teams of the
Seventies, and for the first time
the selectors are being .forced to
pick sides devoid of any individual
brilliance, in the search for a solid
team effort.

Saturday sees the start of this year's Five Nations Championship. As ever,
the coveted Triple Crown and Grand Slam are under·thre~;~t, but do a~y of
the present teams possess the all-round skill needed to take outright
victory? Bruce MacGregor assesses the chances of each of the sides and
asks whether this year will see a truly great side with the ability to carry
away a rare Grand Slam . ...

Crushing defeats at the hands of
the All Blacks have bought the
Welsh into the modern game with
a bump; at last they are taking
note of the lessons that they have
been harshly.taught, and, as England learned to their horror last
year, the Welsh are never to be
taken lightly, especially in Cardiff.
They have chosen a heavy pack
to combat the french , a balance
of wily experience and new found
youth that should combine well.
The backs have all been chosen
for their attacking ability, which
promises an open game against
the French wizards. Paul Thorburn's ever reliable boot will no
doubt keep the points ticking
over. In all the W.R.U wiil be
hoping that all their hype will not
be thrown straight back in their
faces.
England have shown great
promise over the last three years,
and certainly have the potential to

create a winning side, at least on the England pack with a vastly
paper. There is no doubt that they experienced front row, supported
will suffer from the loss of Mike by arguably the best second row
Teague (although possibly only combination in the world , of
for the Irish game), and also the . Wade Dooley and Paul Ackford .
inspiration of No. 8 Dean This pair's awesome line-out
Richards will be sorely;nissed.
strength will be crucial to success.
The Australians agreed that
these two were the pick of the
Lions forwards on the Summer
tour. The introduction of Puai
Rendlfl and Jeff Probyn provides

The skill and flair of the backs
seems to have been ignored in
recent seasons. The problem of
the lack of a genuine playmaker
could have been solved on the

The Scots also have some tremendous loose forwards, and do
have a very tight . and well
organised front five. If the Hasting brothers are on form and the
boot of Chamers keeps the Scots
going forward then Scotland
should do well.
Scotland,according to French
coach Ferreaux are the team they
worry most about. This comes
from the organisation of the Scots
and the way in which they stick to
their game plan. The Scots obsession with the rucking game does
give a very consistent base for
their backs to work from, it could
however be their very downfall if
the opposition manage to stop
Chalmers receiving clean ball
which is vital to the Scots cause.

On paper it looks as though the
game at Murrayfiled against the
English will be the Triple Crown
decider, but the Irish and Welsh
no doubt would protest against
this. A final prediction would be
that the French will win the chamrecent Lions tour, when Rob pionship possibly shared by the
Andrew showed the perception · Scots or English. It will be very
and confidence that cuold be the surprising if at the end of the
key to English glory. The natural championship the loser has no
talent of Rory Underwood and points at all, Ireland and Wales
the try scoring capabilities of · both have the passion and "fire to
Jeremy Guscott may well bring create, upset and throw the form
J!ngland enough points to sneak book out the window.
honours .
All in all it should result in a
The Irish face the task of a trip highly competitive and altogether
to Twickenham on Saturday, hop- close season; make sure you don't"
ing that their two new caps will miss any of it.

'student

sport

Mills miss

ROWING
At the end of last term, a
large contingent of Edinburgh University rowers
travelled to Aberdeen for the

that is ! Inevtably, Kintyre equllzed when Dougie Ross could onlv
a long range effort into the
A. five liour journey and a dodgy deflect
top of his net. Holding no advanpitch meant a tricky cup-tie for a tage and playing into the wind, Uni
side who had done untold damage iooked set for a heavy defeat in the
to the team's potential .over the second half but rose to the chalbreak. However the on -bus antics - - - - - - - - - - - - began early and in relieving him- Edin. Uni 1
self, Davie Cameron also relieved K'ntyre 1
some of the tens
I
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Go Dutc-h

SHINTY

The finals day proved to be very
WHILE the majority of
successful
for us even after two
Edinburgh lay in bed recovprevious nights of heavy socialisering from Hogmanay celebing.
rations, our team of 12
In Group B, Wendy Nicolson
players set off on our Holland
tour at 10 am on New Year's won the ladies' singles, Kerry
morning. Our destination McKay won the mixed doubles'
and Grant Nairn won the gent. 's
being the University 'twente singles.
In Group C we almost
in Enschede for the Interna- swept the boards clean. Kirsty
tional Student Badminton quibell won the ladies' singles,
Tournament 1990.
and Jennifer Inglis showed true

Novice Rowing· Champion•
ships.

BurJ:h battle for ball.

on without necessarily cleaning the
air. On the field, Uni started in
emphatic style. Straight from tfie
whistle, Victor Clements chested
down Dave Mill's far post corner
for Randy Korarch to give the side
a flying start to the decade. Unfortunately, lack of adequate support
for the latter meant that several
well constructed chances were
wasted, this correspondent being
especially guilty, repeatedly blaging the ball home. High over tlte
bar and across the sea to Ireland.

lenge to produce a disciplined,
determined
display,
rather
uncharacteristic of the side. The
swarming home attackers were
repeatedly frustrated and good
distribution from midfield ensured
we had several chances as well,
although Dave Mills somewhat
spoiled an otherwise masterful
performance by fluffing a penalty
shot, the keeper having to advance
ten yards to clear the. wide open
spaces at Peffermill should ensure
a different result in the replay !

In the mens fours event, the
Edinburgh 'A' crew, overcoming
the handicap of rowing with
wooden oars, were never challenged in the heats, and won the
final against Aberdeen with il
couple of lengths to spare. The
women's event was dominated by
the Edinburgh team , with the 'A'
and 'B' crews both reaching the
final. This turned out to be a very
closely contested race with the ~
crew closing fast over the final lOO
metres. On the line, the umpires
could not separate the crews and
declared the result to be a deadheat. For both squads, attention
now turns to London, and the
Head of the Riv~r Races ·for
Eights at the end of this term. For
the men, this provides an opportunity to renew their battle with
the Scottish National crew,
tletore then, there are a senes of
head races and International
Assessments~ providing a chance
to impress-the selectors before the
Scotland Team for the Asian
Rowing Championships in Hong
Kong in April is announced.

RUGBY

The XXX's went into this game
knowing that a good win was
necessary to prevent relegation.
The strongest side of the season
Hockey
was assembled offering a strong
2nd XI v. 3rd XI 4-0 W
positive mental attitude to this
Law Soc v. Holland House 3-0 W game. Edinburgh should have
monopolised more with the wind
Football
they were playin~ with in the fir~t
1st XI p
·tl d _
half. Andy Hay s excellent pos•v. enca1 an 2 2
k' k'
t sed to
2nd XI v. Bank Villa o- 1 L
tional 1c mg was no u
· 3rd XI v. Fauldhouse 1_3 L
great affect, but eventually the
backs were released and gouod
spport
play led to a try in the
Volleyball
corner by Tulloch. The half was
Men VII v. Perth 0-3 L
rounded off with two weD worked
' Ladies VII v. Jets Juniors 3-1 W trie coming from good second
phase possession from the forShinty
wards, which were finished off at
· the end of the line by Boisier and
1st XI v. Kintyre 1-1
Hopley. After the break Edin-

The gent. 's singles final turned
out to be an all-Edinburgh final
with David Hunter just managing
to beat Campbell Evans to the
title; Campbell also came runnerup in the gent. 's doubles .

However, the competitive atmosOur 'players also achieved notaphere and · off-court massages ble success on the social side. The
soon awakened us to better ~?rm. girls showing the greatest s_tamina
for beer drinking and dancmg and
The tournament was played the boys for their success in the
over three days and comprised spare rib eating contest.
singles doubles and mixed dou. ble
bles Each event was split into
All in all a very enJoya
four. categories dependent on abil- • experience was had. Too soon,
. to
.. 1eave.
ity. Three of our players par- however, came the .time
ticipating in Group B -regional With a farewell and thanks to our
standard, and the rest in Group C fantastic hosts, we set off home- league standard. The doubles ward, dreaming of soft, warm
having all"international flavour by beds and our invitation to return
playing together partners from in 1991.
different countries.
·
Mairi Stewart

XXX33
Livingstone 3

The second half saw AjaxAlloa
with most of the possession yet
few scoring chances whilst WAFC
The blustery conditions that threatened with some fast breaks.
prevailed last Sunday did little to It eventually took a good piece
dampen the pace and commit- skill from Jan Smorcheski to beat
ment shown by both sides. It was playersin the Ajax box, his shot
W AFC who emerged as victori- hit the keeper and a kind bounce
ous and moved to the top of the gave Tony Crabbe the chance he
table thanks to this victory over to smash the ball into the back of
the league~ader
the net. More chances for WAFC
had to wait until four minutes
from time when Pete Trainer met
WAFC2
a perfect corner with a glorious
header. Ajax came back with
Ajax 1
some last minute efforts

with another try ·from Tulloch,
compliments of Hopley, for a 333victory. If Edinburgh can produce more of these performances,
with a stronger more disciplined
scrum, feeding the scoring ability
of the backs, then they can certainly make up for last terms disappointments.

As the game began, WAFC But the Wafc goalkeeper Pugbegan to put together some useful wash saved the' day with some
attacks aided by the wind behind excellent goalkeeping.
them. Several times they nearly--------"':',-----,~
opened the scoring with efforts by Congratulations to sports Edito~
Matt Moore and Kit Munday . It Hamish and Jackie for the recent
was Ajax Alloa however who birth of daughter Sarah, weighing
scored first against the run of play in at 7 lb 9 oz, the best result of the
as WAFC began to tire
week!

THIS WEEK'S RESULTS
Rugby
1st XV v. Perthshire 0-32 L
2nd XV v. Livingstone 33-0 W
Freshers v. Ross High 3rd W
Vandals v. Dunbar 3rd L
2nd XV v. Freshers 32-30 W

After two days of travelling,
visiting Amsterdam en route, we
eventually arrived at the university somewhat tired. A we_lcome
glass of wine, however, d1d not
soften the blow ffiat all of us were
sleeping together on a kitchen
floor in someone's flat! Thus, not
surprisingly, the start of the tourhament the next morning did not
find us in perfect sporting mood .

form as ladies' captain by bounc- ·
ing to success in both the ladies'
doubles and mixed doubles finals.
Mairi Stewart came runner-up in
the ladies' singles and ladies' doubles.

burgh mamtamed the pressure
from their seventeen point cushion, and Burchnell in his final
game before retirement, excelled
,using that famous dummy of his,
firstly to unleash Dunhill for a
surging try and then to allow himself to ·sneak in for a score on the
blind. The game was rou~ded off

INTRA-MURAL SPORT

over a cheque from the General

Sports Centre round-up
MALCOLM Brown, Assistant Director in the Department of Physical Education,
is to be congratulated on having been appointed Manager/
Coach to the British Students' team in the forthcoming International Student
Cross-Country Champion• ships, to be held in Poland on
1 April.
The Department of Physical
Education will be playing host to
two major BUSF championship

Council · to help fund the refurbishme~t of premises for the Fitness Assessment and Sports
Injuries Centre. The Department
will
miss the unique link which he
circuit trainers in the Upper Gym,
events in the next few months: th<? also available and bookings ar.e
~
a request for less sharp safetypins represented in the U~iversity
Squash Championships (men and currently being taken for the variEdinburgh-Lidell-AthletlcS story.
on locker keys and a sug~esti~n
women) will be taking place at the ous classes and courses.
.
.
·
Rh s that the Depfirtment rev1ew 1ts
A new dimension to University
Sports Centre on 9-10-11 FebFubush mst~uctor 0 wen
Y . policy of having a women/s only sport - although Eric Liddell
ruary ~md the men's hockey at ·
is currently m New Zea_land, · session in the Eric Liddell Train- might dispute the use of the word
Peffermill in early April (the equibroadening his work ~xpenence ing Centre at Wednesday lun- 'new' - is represented by the
valent women's event will be at at an• outdoor p:ursUtts centre chtimes.
Edinburgh branch of 'Christians
Meadow bank).
.
there and also takmg the oppor• . in Sport' . The group has regular
Indoor
Bowis
enthusiasts tunity to see something of the
The department has lost_ a good Thursday lunchtime meetings in
should note that the Combat Salle diverse NZ countryside.
. friend and supporter w1th the room 18 in the William Robertson
can now be booked in 1-hour units
· death ~f_Ian Cha~leson , reported Building. Further details may be
. Sports Centre use-rs are inv_ited in detaJI m the natiOnal press. I an, had from Donald Reid who can
from 09.00 to 16.00 on Mondays
to make use of the SuggestiOnS as a 'surrogate athlete', visited the be contacted through th'e Hockey
and Thursdays. Bookings Sheets
Box now available in the foyer.
are on display in the Sports Centre
Sports Centre at_ th~ time of the Club, the Law faculty or at 29
Comments so far concern the opening ofth,e Enc L1ddell Centre Marchmont Road, Tel. 229 7248.
foyer and an jnformation leaflet is
desirability of having a clock with in 1984 and again in 1988 to hand
available. Copies of the Spring
a second hand for the benefit of
Term Recreation Programme are
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You don't have to work
for a Mega firm to get
first class training as .a
Chartered Accountant.
Join us.

HAT
GROUP OF-ACCOUNTANTS
16 RED LION SQUARE, LONDON WC1R 4QH
TEL: 01-242 8728

. BARRON ROWLES BASS
BIRDLUCKIN
BLEASE LLOYD
BREWERS
BULL/MORES
CALLING HAM CRANE
EVERETT&SON
HUGHESALLEN
lAMES WORLEY & SONS

M ORGAN BROWN & HAYNES
M ORISON STONEHAM
PETERS GRAVES & CO
SHELLEY PINNICK & CO
SILVERALTMAN STANLEY A SP.OFFORTH & CO
WILDERCOE
WILSON GREEN GIBES

We are interviewing
on the Milk Round
On Thursday 27 February.
Contact the Careers Service for a
Brochure and application form.
Closing.date 9 February 1990.
!
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tion to providing an opportunity

PON
LEAVING to encounter a new country and
Edinburgh, I joined culture, I gained invaluable
Mott MacDonJid's
international office in Cam- experience in a wide variety of disbridge _which is mainly ciplines and assumed increased
involved in water-related responsibility as is normal on
overseas postings.
projects in third world countries. Our work is multi-dis- B k .
C b .d
ffi
ciplinary
d
I
ac m out am n ge o ce, I
.
a~
we are ~ so h:we worked on designs for the
m~olved
m
tunnelling, ~'s irrigation, water supply and
bndges, roads, and rapid wastewater projects. More
transport systems.
recently I have done further site
supervision work in Northern Ireland at a sewage treatment works.
My first assignment was a posting in Pakistan for 18 months on
the Sukkur Barrage Rehabilita-tion Project. This involved site
supervision of the fabrication and
erection of large, steel water
retaining gates and the installation of other related works such as
a new electricity supply, barrage
cranes and workshops. In addi-

••

ezna

Mark Stone~Wigg, who graduated
with an honours degree in Mechanical Engineering from Edinburgh in
1986 gives an account of his employment record to date.

U
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I now aim to achieve chartered
status in the Institute of Mechanical Engineers; a goal which Mott
MacDonald encourages · and
actively assists. This is also the
civil engineering
case
for
graduates, (who make up the
majority of the intake) and those
from other disciplines who are
also employed by the firm.

• Here we provide you with your very own
careers diary for the next month of term.
THURSDAY 18 JANUARY
Logica, 6.30pm, Debating Hall
TeviotRow
Students of Computer science,
Maths, Physics, Engineering and
other numerate subjects, and Arts
graduates are invited to investigate the career opportunities
within the company. Applications: 1-2pm JCMB Lecture
Theatre A.

active in all spheres of computing
who need people with enquiring
mind_s, able to look at new and
creative ways of approaching
problems in an environment ·
where personality is as important
as determination to develop your
own potentiaL There will be a
short film followed by a buffet and
refreshments and an opportunity
to meet recent graduates who
have joiped the company.

FRIDAY 19 JANUARY
FRIDAY 2 FEBRUARY
Logica Interviews:
1-2pm
·
·
2 .00 pm, 33 ·
Secon d mterv1ews,
JCMB Lecture Theatre A
Buccleugh Place
A session designed to give
31
experience
of some of the types of
WENDESDAY
g;oup
discussion
used
by
JANUARY
employers
at
second
interviews.
Chase
Manhattan
Bank,
Those interested should sign up at
7.30pm, Hilton National Hotel
Careers service as soon as posFind out more about this the
"bl
S
American-based
international 1 e.
bank which offers a comprehenFRIDAY 9 FEBRUARY
sive training program cavering all
Second interviews, 2.00pm,
areas of finance. The company
presentation should be of interest Buccleugh Place
See above
to all graduates.
THURSDAYlFEBRUARY
Software Sciences, 6.00pm,
Argyll Room Carlton Highland
Hotel
A ·leading systems house ,

WEDNESDAY
14 FEBRUARY
Second interviews, 2.00pm,
Buccleugh Place
See above

THURSDAY 15 FEBRUARY
-Price Waterhouse Management Consultancy, Time TBA,
Carlton Hotel
Presentation
followed
by
aptitude test. Those who are successful will be invited to first interview to be held on campus on 27th
February.

WEDNESDAY 21
FEBTh Ch 11 RUARY
f M
e . a enge_ o
anag~ment
Campaign, Tevwt Row Umon
A one day conference for
fema~e undergraduates, designed
to stu~ml~te young. women who
are still m education,_ to th~nk
~ore clearly _ab~ut th~Ir workmg
hves and assist m their prepara· f or the f uture, by developing
tJOn
a plan of action for when they greduate. Cost:£5.00

For more information about
any of the events, contact the
Careers Service, 33 Buccleuch
Place. Tel: 6671011 ext 6351

Our strength is our
people
EVERY FIRM SAYS IT IS A FRIENDLY FIRM.
HOW DO YOU KNOW IF IT IS TRUE?
ASK THE STUDENTS WHO HAVE BEEN THERE

Mott MacDonald is one of the UK' s largest
consulting engineering practices with a
reputation built on our technical
excellence.

TROWERS & HAMLINS is a medium-sized firm of solicitors
based in central London. Last year we had our biggest and best
summer vacation programme ever.

To maintain our standards in the 1990s we
are planning to recruit high calibre
graduates with good honouts degrees in
civil, mechanical, electrical and building
services engmeenng.
We - offer
challenging opportunities throughout the
UK and overseas.

Here is what the student\S said:
- "it was a pleasure to work in a firm with such an open
and friendly atmosphere"
- "I was very impressed with the office atmosphere which
comes over as exceptionally warm and friendly"
- "Everyone has been fantastic- very friendly and
interested in me and the work that I was doing"
- "My overall impression of the firm is one of competence
and experience but which is conducted in an extremely
friendly way. Everyone has been most welcoming."
We enjoyed our summer vacation scheme so much that we are
repeating it in 1990. The programme is well-paid and runs for 3
to 4 weeks for a limited and select number of undergraduates.
Be part of it!

If you are interested or you just want to fmd out more about the
ftrm, please get in touch with Nick Hills or Elizabeth McKibbin
at 6 New Square, Lincoln's Inn, London WC2A 3RP or
telephone either of them on (01) 831 6292.

~

Mott MacDonald will be conducting
interviews at Heriott Watt on 22 January
and at Edinburgh University on 22
February.
For further · details and
application forms contact the careers office
or:
Peter Mason
Mott MacDonald Group
Demeter House
Station Road
Cambridge
CB12RS

1111 -~~:Donald
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I
ournalism is a tough job. Last Tuesday two
intrepid correspondants from the b~st student newspaper in Britain (i.e. this one)
headed for the Appleton Tower to tackle
one of the biggest brains in the cosmos, Noam
Chomsky, Professor of Linguisti~s and
Philosophy at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, who had been invited by SEAD
and Oxfam to lecture on US policy in Central
America. Would he give an interview to mere
student journalists? More importantly, if he did,
would we understand him? I clutched in my pocket my 'Penguin Dictionary of Long and
Difficult Words Spoken With an American
Accent'.

J

•

The nice lady from Oxfam forgot to ask. us for our
$1.50 admission fee and took us through to the 'press
interview room', which turned out to be a slightly dusty
·and squalid store-cupboard next to the lecture hall. Noone else was there. We stared gloomily at the broken
Van der Graf generator and thousands of plastic
molecules. Were we in the right place? Would the Master even enter such a dustbowl? I plucked up some
enthusiasm and dutifully found two chairs, which I
placed as Robin Day does on the telly. One of them
wasn't broken, so I prepared that one for the famous
po&terior by wiping off the dust with my sleeve.
Ten minutes went by and we started suspecting the
Oxfam lady of fibbing. Then a rather droopy-eyed hack
from Glasgow stuck his head round the door, scowled at
us, then came in and parked himself on the clean chair.
Three other hacks followed. We all waited. The Oxfam
lady came in and asked us for $1.50.
Suddenly the action started. The door flew open, and
in came a small man with glasses followed by a tall, distinguished grey-haired stranger who looked around the
room with a benevolent smile. The great man at last!
"Professor Chomsky!" announced the lady from Oxfam,
and everyone clustered around the tall stranger. "Can
you tell us ..... " began the d_roopy ~an from Glasgow,
and the tall stranger went bnght red.
Once the confusion had been cleared up and it was
realised that, yes, Chomsky was the small, retiring, bespecaled one - not the tall distinguished one - the serious
hacking could begin. The rest of us were still hiding our
blushes, but not the droopy man from Glasgow. By judicious use of his elbows, obviously sharpened for the
occasion, he got beside his new victim and thrust his
Sony Walkman at the Professor's jaw. His penetrating
and well-thought out question revealed that he knew
Chomsky's thought as well as he had known his face.
"Can you give us some idea of what you're going to talk
about, Professor?"
Professor Chomsky seemed quite shy - not at all the
prima donna you might expect. Since his seat had been
thrown aside in the rush he had to stand up, and he clung
firmly to the table, tapping his white training shoes nervously in the dust. But when he began to talk, he was
· calm, insistent and thoroughly in command. A journalist's delight. He could talk in full sentences for
minutes at a time without prompting, as if reading from
carefully prepared text. The droopy Glaswegian grunted
his thanks, removed his Walkman from the great man's
lip, and gave us space to move in.
I was just about to ask him why he thought journalists
were the scum of the earth (I paraphrase from his recent
book) when a large lady sailed across the room shouting
that she was from BBC Radio, and therefore important.
No, we couldn't finish our question. She was in a hurry, .
and anyway she wasn't bothering to stay for the lecture
so we just had to wait. And she was from The BBC,
which is Important. I muttered under my breath that she .
had answered my question herself, thanks very much,
and the poor Professor tweaked nervously at his ear and
no doubt remembered her behaviour for his next book.
She bludgeoned him for ten minutes about the Church in
Costa Rica and then sailed out majestically.

suspect that it was with some relief that Chomsky
finally escaped from the journalists' clutches and
went out to face the 400-strong audience where he
could say his piece without interruption. Given that
in his recent book he speaks of "the narrowconformism
of the media" and their "uniformity and obedience ..... which any dictator would admire", I suppose
the jpournalists were lucky to get interviews at all.
In fact, what he said to the press was more or less the
same as what he said in the lecture, and what he said in
the book too, except that on Tuesday he concentrated
rather more on Panama, for obvious reasons, remarking
that it was the first US aggression on a foreign power
since the war which did not use the Soviet Union as an
excuse. I wondered if he included the raid on Tripoli?
The essence of Professor Chomsky's arguement in all
his political writing is that the US in its foreign policy
takes it for granted that the Third World is a storehouse
of natural resourses for the use of US industry. Anything
that gets in the way of US exploitation of these resources
must therefore be crushed, either by subversion or by
armed force. In particular, the US dislikes any signs of
nationalism, since that may threaten its access to
resources, and so it intervenes to upset nationalistic
movements as quickly as possible.
This kind of viewpoint is obviously something most
people in the US don't like to hear, (Chomsky wryly called himself a "pariah"; doubtless worse terms have been
invented for him) but given the more radical tradition of
European political thinking, this way of looking at the
US cannot strike Europeans as very extreme, or even
particularly original, though less commonly voiced in
Britain than on the continent.
Nonetheless, his marshalling of the evidence, his
choice of examples, his extensive knowledge of the literature and anecdotes, and above all his quietly persuasive
manner means that even when he was stating things we
knew or strongly suspected before, he was stimulating
and inspiring. He was also remarkably down to earth for
someone who is first and foremost a 'high' academic - I
didn't need my dictionary once.
To give some examples of the way he sees things: the
US public he describes as the Government's "domestic
enemy". On the Cold War: it served a "useful function"
in keeping the population of the US happy to spend
more on overseas interference. On the Noriega trial:
"ridiculous", since the General was "a very minor
figure" in drugs trafficking, and hadn't changed since the
days when he enjoyed full US backing. Britain he called
the "lieutenant" of the US in Europe, and Israel was the
"51st US state".
Some of his most interesting comments were reserved
for the shape of the world in years to come. The past two
decades have seen a gradual movement towards three
power blocks, centered on Japan, the US and Germany,
with their three strong currencies. What the US fears
most, according to Chomsky, is a strong Ewrasian
alliance, which would leave them in second place.
Where Gorbachov fits into all this was not made clear,
and in fact it could be said (and other writers have said it)
Chomsky seems strong in his attacks on what others do,
but rather less solid or explicit on what should be done
instead. This is precisely why he is a political commentator, rather than a political philosopher or theorist,
although an interesting one. Given the relatively
orthodox politics of our own media it is most refreshing
to hear a more radical view so well put, even if you don't
always agree in detail..
The questions at the end were dominated by - you
guessed it - the BBC, the droopy man from Glasgow,
and other hacks trying to earn an honest living. I didn't
get a word in edgeways. If the Professor comes again I
shall definately sharpen my elbows .

I

Perhaps the world's most influential
visit to Scotland last week where he
versity . .Stephen Bax· went to hear ·
and (right) assess the contribution
made in the fields of linguistics,

•
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Noam Chomsky, paid a rare
a meeting at Edinburgh Unithe radicals' radical had to say (left)
of the establishment has
and political commentary.

I
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ow do children learn language? With
apparently little effort almost all children learn to speak accurately in a few
short years. But how do they do it?

Linguists in the fifties thought they had the answer:
children listen again and again , then repeat what ·they
he~r. If Mummy and Daddy smile and nod , then the
~hi.ld ~epeats it later to please them , and eventually, by
Imitation and by building up a store of acceptable
phrases , he or she learns the whole language. As with
Pavlov's famous experiment in which dogs " learnt" to
expect food whenever they heard a bell , children were
seen as responding to rewards and learning by habit.
At the time , thirty years ago , Noam Chomsky was still
i~ his twenties ~nd had only recently moved into linguistiCS after studymg mathematics for his first degree . In
spite of his youth, in the eight years from 1957 to 1965 he
was to demonstrate convinvincingly hat this way of looking at learning was far too simplistic. In doing so he challenged and effectively overthrew years of work in linguis~ics and psychology almost single-handed, and set in
motiOn a radical rethink and a lively - at times violent debate about the nature of language, the nature of
knowledge and the nature of the human mind. One thing
was sure , however, and was soon accepted universally:
he must be right that children could not be learning language by mere repetition and response . There must be
some other explanation .
Briefly, Chomsky objected to that view of learning
because, he argued, human beings are creative. When
we speak we don't only repeat sentences we have heard
from other people. If you think about it for a moment,
you can quickly come up with a perfectly good grammatical sentence which no-one has ever uttered before. This
important fact means that we have an ability far above
mere repetition. We are not like parrots, or rats running
round a maze in the hppe of rewards. We actually have
the ability to work out (subconsciously) the "rules" of
how sentences are structured, and then to use that knowledge to make new sentences. For example, a child soon
realises that we say "good boy" and not "boy good", and
can eventually extend this knowledge about the structure of the language to other nouns and adjectives.
If, as seems true, we have this ability to work out rules
and then apply them in future situations, where did we
get it from? Chomsky's answer was that we must be born
with it. According to his theory; we have an innate "device" which allows any child to learn any language - a
kind of "built-in microchip" - and that because of this all
languages created by the human mind must share a core
of identical characteristics, which have come to be
known as "universal grammar". It is the quest for these
supposedly universal features in human languages which
has occupied him and many other linguists ever since.
It will be clear even from this brief outline that
Chomsky is, to put it mildly, ambitious. The willingness
to confront and , challenge the most fundamental
assumptions in various disciplines is a hallmark of all his
work. In linguistics as in politics he has a reputation as an
iconoclast, and seems to relish the role. Whereas others
would quickly be dismissed if they attempted to dig so
deep and change so much, his opinions are always listened to and often accepted, for the simple reason that
he always had an impressive command of the evidence
and an extremely persuasive style of debate .
However, his scope has not been limited to linguistics
alone. A recent celebration of his contribution to
thought had sections on neurobiology, grammar,
psychology,
artificial
intelligence,
philosophy, ·
anthropology and politics, which shows how wide is the
range of his writing, and surely makes him eligible for
the title of the most influential thinker alive. (As long
ago ~s 1970 he was considered distinguished enough to

sday 1.15 pm.

• •
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be included in the Fontana "Modern Masters" series.) It
is worth noting, though, and surprising, that although he
is a familiar name in the USA and Europe, and recognised there as one of the ·c entury's outstanding thinkers,
he is little known in Britain except by academics in these
areas .
hen trying to explain Chomsky's impact on
these disciplines it is impossible to separate
what he says from the way he says it. He
has al~ays been renowned as a public
sp7a~er. A lecturer m the Department of Applied LingUistiCS told me that he saw Chomsky lecturing in Edinburgh twenty years ago, at the height of his powers, and
that the performance was "breathtaking". His prose too
(when not technical) is extremely persuasive. What
comes across when- you read is that he is some sort of
c~usade~ on a semi-divine mission, struggling to convmce shghtlyslow mortals of something that is obviously
true. At times , in fact , he seems amazed that anyone
could doubt s~ch obvious truths at all ,and can even
come across as a little dismissive of people who don't see
the problem as he does.
. This means that, as with all determined crusaders
some people see him as a guru who can do no wrong.
(Other crusaders in this mould perhaps include Mrs
T.h~tcher and Tony Benn.) His strength in debate and
his Iconoclasm have given him a core of devoted·followers in .linguistics w~o will accept no challenge to his
authonty. But as With all such figures , their opponents
are equally violent in their style of debate , and the resultant lack of_det~tchment is arguably a bad thing in a supposed!~ objective academic discipline. Chomsky's way
of argumg, by demqlishing his opponents, has undoubtedly contributed to the problem, and he has been
accused of being dogmatic, and selective in his use of evidence, defending too strongly and inflexibly his own
theories in a~eas where they seem at best dubious.
In recent years the tide has turned against him in
respect of his detailed work on language. It has been
argued that his theories are untestable , and therefore
could ~ever be prove~ right or wrong. How can anybody
know If there IS an mnate device in our brains which
~elps us learn language? And if there is no way of know~ng , how does the theory help us progress in understandI~g the whole problem? More effort is nowadays being
d1rected at the Study of language not as something sepa- •
rate from other human activities, which seems to be how
Chomsky wants to treat it, but as something firmly
rooted in society.
If we look ahead to the future, I suspect one of the
most enduring features of his work will be what he
brought from mathematics in terms of rigour and the
c~reful analysis of language in a way which few before
him had attempted. Close, quasi-mathematical analysis
of language structure is now an established part of lin,guistics, more so than it was before 1957. But writers
~ave . m?re recently been talking of a post-'Chomskyan
h~gu~stics, as more and more linguists in the cynical
eighties moved into less idealistic endeavours than the
search for a universal grammar.
This is not, finally , to belittle him as a thinker. Great
philosophers can be wrong and be no less great for all
that. The highest thing any scholar can hope for is surely
not the right answer every time, but only to contribute a
little towards finding that answer in the end. So whether
or not Chomsky has been correct in every detail is not
really important. What matters is that he has stimulated
over three decades an enormous am mount of discussion
and work in new and potentially valuable areas, as
perhaps no other thinker this century, except perhaps
Wittgenstein, has done. And for that reason alone he
has certainly earned his place in history.
With thanks to
James Thin for the loan of "The culture of terrorism".
Other titles worth noting - and not technical - are
"Chomsky" by John Lyons (Fontana Modern Masters)
and, by way of balance, "Understanding language:
towards a post-Chomskyan linguistics" by Terrence
Moore and Christine Carling (Macmillan).
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CRICK SPEAKS O,U T

ture he was keen to ensure that
emard Crick, Honorary felhe had not left me with the im low of the University and
pression that he wanted people
one of the most prominent
to change, rather to compromi se.
The combatants in his world
post-war political thinkers began a
should negotiate , discuss and
series of three lectures at David
understand. He is scathing of
HumeToweronTuesday,aboutthe ·
the view that nations sho uld
nature of insoluable political probhave a unified culture prefering
lems. This first lecture was perhaps
differentiation to homogeneity.
He ever reserves one of his "Oh
a contentious issue for British stuGod"
interludes for the phrase
dents because it is so close to home:
'United' Kingdom.
Northern Ireland. The other two
lectures will discuss South Africa
He believes consensus should
and Israel.
emerge from diversit~ _and . that
In explaining why Northern .
the main role of pohucs IS to
Ireland's problems were insolupeaceable resolve conflicts. I_n
able he was critical of the 'dayeach of the three areas he IS
to-day commentary of injustice'
discussing in the lecture cour~e:
of j<?urnalism which 'responds
Northern Ireland, So(Jth Afnca
passiOnately to symptoms not
and the occupied territories in the
He was eager to put
causes'.
Middle East, political proces~es
the provinces problems into hishave broken down as each s1de
torical perspective. Problems
has refused to consider consenbecome insoluable, he said when
'>US involving the other.
there is a lack of any consensus
about how to come to any
His belie f in hum anity emerges
agreement and both· sides refuse
in all his opinions though he had .
to recognise the other~s legitijust spent an ho ur talking about
macy. In Northern Ireland Crick
the 'insoluabl e prob lems of
sees liule notion of compromise
Northern Ireland , ' he spoke prion either side, nor any desire for
vately a fterwards of his bel ief
negotiation. He drew parallels
that the status quo was changbetween hard! ine protestants in
ing, that extremi sts were becomNorthern Ireland and hardliners
ing isolated as th e you ng
in South Africa and Israel , talking
escaped the con straints of the ir
of a 'settler mentality', a fierce
former sectarian education , and
de~i~e to protect both political
began to see the value of compnvllege . and cultural_ identity.
promise. When I asked him why
Th~ hardhners all claim religious
he thought this was happening,
umqueness and share a sense of
his answer: because people were ·
dest_iny with a 'male myth of
travelling more and coming into
sacnfice, of the last fight'. They
contact with a wide range o f
have developed a sense of hisideas via television .
. tory too.
He sees telev1s16n as a
·He defended ttie presence of
powerful
medium for inducing
British troops on 'common sense'
political change because it is so
grounds: the British army was
widely disceminated and because
less sectarian than the Ulster· ·
it presents a balan c ed ,
police. ~ and was more trusted by
nonpartisan view of the political
Catholtcs . If they withdrew the,
world . He spoke of its influence ,
tension would escalate with both·
in the changes in Eastern Europe ·
sides being armed and commitfor example East Germ a ny
ted.
where the population had access
However he was not wholly
to a large number of West
pessimistic about the province's
German channels.
future despite the tradition of fanaticism.
He sees a ·powe•.
to home, h1s desne to
On Tuesday, Bernard Crick, one of Britain's foremost political thinkers, findCloser
sharing assembly in Northern
consensus emerges on hi s
Ireland as the first objective
view on Thatcher; though she
began a series of three lectures on insoluble political issues. Here Ed
along with Westminister legislahas produced a "greedy, individHumpherson picks his brain.
tion articulating catholic rights to
ualistic society" he does not adequal employment. He thought
vocate an old style militant reacthat the extremist ( 'both terrortion; he concedes that she has
Bemard Crick has that definHis whole manner spoke of an his breadth ; not only did he write had a "formidable impact" and
ists and politicians' )were
becoming increasingly isolated . able quality of the great scholar enthused , alive intellect. In the 'In Defence of Politics', probably_ talks of a return to "soci.alist
from the communities they claim everywhere: the ability to use middle of a ~entence, he would the ..~ost Widely r_e ad wo~k . ot principles" rather than the heavy
suddenly declaim "Oh God! pohucal theory of Its ge~erat10n handed bureaucratic approach of
~o rep~esent : for example, · examples well beyond his own
Catholtc women have put disciplines to illustrate his own· What an idea that would be" as if but also a book on v1o~en_ce, ·previous Labour governments.
He invoked Yeats and the thought just flashed into his pornography and add1ct1on '
.
pre_ssu~e on the IRA to stop case.
Oscar
Wilde, Camus and head. He is the only lecturer I ('Crime, Rape and Sin ) and : Bemard Crick is a stimulating
md1scnmate bombing.
.
Northern Ireland's future , he Koestler, Lloyd George and can think of who would say · what is perhaps the definitive bi- · writer, absorbing speaker and a
modem day Rennaisance man.
concluded, could not escape the Mark Twain on his lecture on "fuck" in a lecture, if he read a og~aphy of George_ Orw~lL
·
.
. He has a great faith in human
past as it looked both ways to- Northern Ireland. Quite what · statement by an Irishman, he
ln some ways there 1s a umty nature but is not a naive idealist.
wards the British Maintand and relevence these men have to the • would use an Irish accent.
towards the Republic. Any so- subject may not be apparent on Hopefully, there will be a contin- in t~is ~iveristy _or. rather~ di- His ·v iews on politics recognises
lution however impr6bable to the paper, but he managed to bring uation of his mimicry skills in ver~1ty I_s the umfymg_ concept the diversity of opinions in any
behmd ~IS thought. ~n h1s 1€?Cture society and above all the neproblems of the Province would· them all in, swinging from a de- his forth-coming lectures.
One only has to look at his list _ ~e s~•d_ he behve_d. m a cessity of political proccs~es to
have to be a. compromise be- tailed discussion about the nature of a nation-state to a quote of publications to get evidence of
pluralistic way of lookmg at po- resolve conflicts in any soc1ety.
tween these different outlooks.
from Lloyd George without a hint 1
liti~a} _P-O_~ er_ ·~ a_!1d _(!ft~r- th_e_lef:: 1
•
]'
· .-of self-"Consciuusncss: - ·
·
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January sales or a
world in turmoil?
Whatever the name
means Last Few Days!
have just released the
celebratory single,
Kicks, on Phonogram.
Combining the best in
dancefloorsoundsand
a love of seventies
glam, they aim to inject
some wackiness back
into dance music. Si, a
descendant of Guy
Fawkes, points James
Haliburton in the right
direction .

•

Olll
e love it ," explains Si. "It's
basically the only thing we
can do. " Si and his musical
·
partner Keir have now been
. involved in music , of one description or another,
for the best part of ten years. In their original
incarnation , Last Few Days! worked with the
likes of Cabaret Voltaire and 23 Skidoobastions of the innovative and now influential
avant garde electronic movement. Basically a
bunch of weirdos intent on pushing back musical
boundaries.

'' W

How then have the band come to release Kicks , a
single that while not being exactly mainstream dance is
exciting the same people who a few years ago would
have completely ignored them?
"Firstly, a-couple of members left a few years back
and basically our musical taste changed . We started
listening to different stuff.
"We'd cut ourselves off in a way , we were not really
influenced by anything and we were pretty weird , trying
to be extremely original. We got bored, we felt we were
in a bit of a backwater and we started listening to more
kind of regular music. I guess that's now being reflected

THE

MUSIC

in the stuff we're doing now. "
What exactly is it that they are doing? Kicks is a single
that takes you completely by surprise (described to me
as dance music with guitars). It opens with a gentle
guitar but quickly explodes into a hyperactive mix of
slide guitar and hypnotic rhythms. Off-the-wall phrases
like "Keep off of that stuff or your hair'll fall out" and
"shiny purple flares " permeate the whole thing and are
delivered in a voice somewhere between Malcolm
McLaren's whine and Wendy James' throaty growl.
" It's such a strange song it seems to excite people. It's
not particularly tangible but we drew a lot of feelings
from the seventies and stuck thaf in a nineties feeling,
trying to update it, jamming all our instruments
together. A Frankenstein's monster was how one person
described it."
This fascination with the seventies and its associated
pop culture has been cited by everyone from S'Express
to The Jesus and Mary Chain as a major influence. Si
reckons the "massive amounts of verve and style" that ·
bands like T-Rex, Bowie and Mott the Hoople paraded
is the reason.
· "We love that music and certainly elements of that
come across in Kicks and I'm sure elements will come
through on other tracks. It was an exciting time and
there was a lot of great music."
The first Last Few Days! album won't be with us until

AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL
A.G.M.

PAGES
need enthusiastic,
dedicated, semi-intelligen~
writers to join a friendly,
enthusiastic, dedicated,
semi-intelligent bunch.
Come along to ouf
meetings at 1. 15 pm on
Wednesdays at the
. Students Offices.
You know it makes sense!
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NEVV
BIKE
SHOP

SALI

7.00p.m.

Re-election
of Committee
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LOCHRIN PLACE
TOLLCROSS
2286363
£5off
with this ad

the end of the year. How do you think the sound will
have changed by that time?
"This record was done a couple of years ago so it's not
completely where we're at just now . We've been a lot
more influenced by House than guitars these days .
Basically, we 've got a bit more groovier."
Dance music, certainly as far as the charts go, has
become increasingly homogenized- do you aim to
counteract that?
" Obviously we want to be different to other bands
and make things a bit more wild ' n' wacky 'n' exciting. It
would be nice to get a bit more vibe back into it. I think
it is healthy now, although maybe some of it's not
exciting it is nice to see it in the charts. It's good to see
things not being so separate, things are blending into a
big hotchpot."
At the moment the band consists of ~nly Si and Keir
with singer Alison joining them for the single .
Eventually they hope to put together a real band and
take their songs out on the road: "We're not goonna
rush into that, we want to make it spectacular. Maybe
do more of a club kind of vibe, something a bit more
exciting than a regular gig. I don't get off on those much
these days. But it is something that has to be done
properly."
Las·t Few Days! Don 't miss out.
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ateran
touring with Mudhoney and
Tad to name but a couple, it
was a pity that they were
unable to pack out the ·
Venue, although the crowd
was healthy enough. Anyway, they gave the impression they would have played
their hearts out to an empty
hall, for they injected so
much enthusiasm and energy
into the performance.

MONDAY 22nd JANUARY

WEDNESDAY 24th JANUARY

L:·· ·:::. H f H... D
TH... ~-·
-· r-.·.
MONDAY 29th JANUARY

MONDAY 5th FEBRUARY

RED HOT CHILLI PEPPERS
TUESDAY 6th FEBRUARY

THE WEDDING PRESENT
MONDAY 12th FEBRUARY

BIRDLAND
THURSDAY 20th FEBRUARY

After warming up with a couple
·of numbers optimum speed was
reached, and the Cateran
REALLY took off in a blaze ·of
furious riffs and thundering songs.
By the time the new single, Die
Tomorrow, is reached the
moshers are in a state of total
frenzy and Cameron's guitar
becomes blurred as his body twists
about at supersonic speed. The
attempts tonight at stage-diving
were terrible, hopefully those
involved have learned to jump
into the crowd, and not straight
onto the floor! Never mind, they
got up and carried on anyway.
Tonight we got all of the Ache
LP, minus one track, as well as old
and new songs, all delivered loud
and fast. The Cateran must surely
be the finest and most exciting
Photo: Scott McFarlane
band that Scotland has produced
in many years, a fine antidote to
northern band, (Inverness, the blandness of the typical ScotTHE CATERAN
· ·not Manchester), though tish, Glasgow-based 'pop' that is
_T_h_e_V-en_u_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ they are now Edinburgh often seen by the British press as
based. Considering this and all we have to offer up here in the
real North.
THE CATERAN are a their recent high profile,
Simon Kellas

Kevin McDer1nott Orchestra
WEDNESDAY 21st FEBRUARY

18th JANUARY
GLASGOW S E C C

was to blame for the twenty
·odd bodies in the hall. To
their credit, they put just as
much enthusiasm into the
performance as they, no
IN MUSIC mythology, on doubt, would have done if
their first appearance in Lon- the place had been packed.
don U2 played to only ten
Like The Stars Of Heaven and
people. Northern Ireland's
· The 4 'Of Us suffered a simi- Something Happens, The 4 Of Us
lar fate at The-Yenue. Maybe can sell-out 2,000 seater venues in
their native country but mean
the complete lack of publicity very
little in Britain. Their music
or the fact that it was a cold is traditional rock (but not folky),
and wet Monday in January uplifting and rousing with a hard
THE40FUS
The Venue

20th JANUARY
GLASGOW S E C C

21st FEBRUARY
GLASGOW
BARROWLANDS
lOth FEBRUARY
GLASGOW
SECC

.Well, the' questions proved just as
easy as we imagined and entries
poured in. The two people who
quite rightly answered that Mike
Peters was Thl!'" Alarm's lead
singer win a pair of tickets each for
their gig on 22nd January are:
Mike Mann and Simon Kelly. two
days later Lynne Johnstone and
Michael Irvine will be going along
to see Tackhead because they
both knew On-U is the record
label Tackhead have been
associated with. Thanks to Regu- .
Jar Music for the tickets.

enough edge to it to raise it above
the white-boy funky rock that permeates the Edinburgh and Glasgow music scene. Mary, their
summer hit single in Ireland drew
a considerable response from the
crowd who obviously knew the
The
material
intimately.
paparazzi of girls never missed a
photo opportunity and this , more
thag anything, probably indicates
the huge commercial possibilities
of the band. A final shot ofBusfull
of Faith provided a fitting ending
to a difficult evening.
James Haliburton

VATICAN
SHOTGUN
SCARE
Basin Street
HERE'S a band that get
better all the time. Musically
they are exceptionally tight
and the energy they put into
their performance is catching. The rather cramped
Basin Street venue and its
plastic ivy was not the most
ideal ven·ue, but they were
undeterred.
We were .treated to an enthusiastic set that proved too exciting .for
the drum-kit which collapsed
twice. The encore, yes encore,
(well sort-of) was called John,
"You know who you are". And he
obviously did because I presume it
was John who then proceeded to
boisterously invade the stage
along with an anonymous friend.
Good loud fun it was too. My
only complaint. It was far too
short! My mother always said I
was greedy.
Jill Franklin
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Fini Tribe

FINI TRIBE
:Grossing lOK
One Little Indian LP
CONFUSING. That's the word
that comel' mc;>st readily to mind
to describe this second a\~um by
Edinburgh's Fini Tribe. And I
mean that in the nicest possible
way. Samples from the Looney
Tunes cartoons sit a bit uneasily
alongside the biting satire of
3AAAs, where the target is private medicine , and the much-publicised Animal Farm which goes
for the jugular of everyone's
favourite environmentally-sound
burger chain, MacDonalds.
Despite the strong political overtones Grossing lOK is never
po-faced and is frequently very
funny. It's rc~.eshing to see that
unlike many bands of their ilk
Fini Tribe don't take themselves
too seriouslv.
Whether this album is the way
ahead for the whole genre of
harder dance music, as many
have suggested, is open to debate
but there's more 'than enough
here to set the dance agenda for
the coming year. Noise,lust and
fun indeed .
Dessie Fahy

•

Sinead O'Connor

win i.Joyd no new fans it will
reaffirm the faithful's belief in
him. Harking back to Rattlesnakes, it's gentle anJ introspective with its bittersweet lyrics and
LLOYD'S back and he's not a
swaying melody. As good as
happy man. His baby's leaving
anything on the Commotions
and what's the reason? Obvious
debut
and Lloyd's voice better
really, she's too well read, too
than
ever.
wen spoken and just a little too
James Haliburton
oristine. While No Blue Skies will

LLOYDCOLE
No Blue Skies
Polydor Single

THE RIGHT STUFF
The Girl's All Go
Arista Single

THE GIRL'S All Go is a brash
and sterile rehash of the type of
crap record best ignored by all
and sundry. Meaty guitar riffs
stumble aimlessly as poor old
John Palmer fumbles with his
well-fingered book of rock
cliches, searching in vain for
inspiration. "Oh dear", he says,
"I can't think of anything
·remotely original so I'll just drivel
out the side of my mouth for a
BOSSHOGG
before, and ten times better. I
bit."
Drinkin', Lechin' and Lyin' like a good bit of guitar grunge
Commercially speaking, they
Amphetamine Reptile/Glit- ,myself, but this is so lethargic. I'm
surprised they could be bothered do look good on paper, having
terhouse Single
played with everyone from ·
to plug the guitar'in, never mind
Deacon
Blue to The Bluebells
play it.
OH DEAR. I let myself in for one
' (fnarr fnarr) but this is no real
The neanderthal grunting in
here. Let me explain. The cover the background is just as bad. If
indication of anything. Besides
of this record shows a naked
session musicians rarely amount
this is punk I'd like to see them
woman wearing a pair of thigh
pogo to it. They need to take their to much more than self indulgence
length stiletto boots. Once the
when they play with each other.
tongues out of their cheeks ard
joke has worn off (after about two put some effort into the music.
Shoddy production, piss poor
seconds), this becomes pretty
lyrics manage only to annoy.
Then they might not have to rely
tasteless and sexist. Minus points on pictures of naked women
to begin with but what about the sell their records.
Thank's guys, but no thank's
music? Well it J:!light be okay if I
Keiron Mellotte
. Jill Franklin
hadn't heard it all somewhere

ro

THE SUNDAYS
Reading, Writing and
Arithmetic
Rough Trade LP

•

safest piece of work to date (even
if the drums, piano and strings
come courtesy of SouIll Soul).
That's not to say it isn't a beautiful
and emotive single that quite
AS THE hair has grown, so the rightly has been sending Simon
vitriol has diminished . Recent
Bates into nausea-inducing
interviews have seen Sinead
ecstasy and O'Connor back into
O'Connor treading gently the charts. But surely after her
whether you agreed or not her
considerable time-out we could
earlier comments on U2 and
have expected more than the last
appearances at 'Troops Out'
single , Jump In The River, on the
rallies made refreshing viewing. b-side. Disappointing only
Like her n'ewfound reluctance to because of the high standards she
talk in controversial terms
has already set.
Nothing Compares 2 U is her
James Haliburton

SINEAD O'CONNOR
Not~ing Compares 2U
Ensign Single

And now , just when we needed it,
the birth is complete and it's
post-nat<l:l euphoria ahoy.

copyists The Sundays are not.
The Baby exists in its own world,.
too coy perhaps, and too perfect
perhaps, for a multi-album . .
existence. For now though , It IS
fresh and not without its
stumblings- witness Hideous
Town career from a sporadic start
to a triumphant finish- and
ultimately Reading, Writing and
Arithmetic demonstrates more
than a passing ability to both
exhilarate and soothe.

Like its title, Reading, Writing
and Arithmetic is the
rudimentaries. It is guitars that
THE fragile, fringed, fragrant
don't so much jangle as have the
ethos behind classic indie popwind blown through their strings;
dam makes a blinking return to
it is drums that pound and roll in
the fore with an album revelling an entirely carefree manner; a~d .
in its own delicacy. The Bouncing it is vocals that shiver and transfix
Baby that is The Sundays was
much like a less-demented Mary
immaculately conceived with
Margaret_O'Hara.
Can't Be Sure. Then, as
Sure, it's bedsit murmurings,
The reference points are
Manchester bludgeoned us into
·but
what the hell. Instead of
obvious but useful: the sensitive
following a creed of rolling
. getting E'd out of your head,
sensibilities
of
The
Smiths
meet
eyeballs, flailing beats and
you'll be cup-of-tea'd into ecstasy.
flapping flares, the Baby enjo~ed the lapping instrumentation of
Craig McLean
The
Cocteau
Twins.
But
idle
a languorous 12-month gestatiOn.

THE BELOVED
Hello
WEA Single
IT'S NOTHING if not fickle this
'pop lark. Three years ago The
Beloved were fey, indie underachievers but in the interim they
seem to have thrown away their
anoraks, donned some nifty
hooded tops and become hip,

THE FAT LADY SINGS
Dronning Maud Land
Fourth Base Single
SINCE the success of U2 Dublin has been an A&R man's
·dream. A nice weekend break,
sign a band and watch them take
over the world. Well not quite. Of
the tens of Irish bands signed only
the risible Hothouse Flowers
have made any real progress. But
with this new single and records
imminent from, among others, A

dance kids. Hello is a piss-take
(sort of) of all those Billy Joel and
Transvision Vamp "list" records
set to one of those nagging backings that makes even the most
rhythm less of us want to dance.
Billy Corkhill, Andre Previn and
the cast of Rainbow are among
those who get a namecheck and
good wholesome fun it is too.
Dessie Fahy

House and The Stars of Heaven
that could well change. Dronning
Maud Land is the slightly off-beat
follow up to the stirring A
single (which caused more than a
few critical ripples) and towers
above most other new singles
simply because of the strength of
Nick Kelly's voice. And in case
you're wondering Dronning
Maud Land is the single largest
land mass in Antarctica. Who
says pop and geography don't
mix.
Dessie Fahy
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Obscure
Intentions
Iery. His work is undeniably pow-

PATTERNS
TION

OF

INTEN- erful; his use of bleak, earthy col-

Talbot Rice Gallery
until 3 February
"Patterns of Intention" is the
obscure title given to this
exhibition of the work of
three Scottish artists; Neil
Ferguson, Jim Mooney and
Eve Thomson, who all
studied at Ed\nburgh College
of Art. Each artist, follows an
obvious visual theme with his
or her own work but, how, ever, I am at a loss to see
what links these individual
themes together into a
unified whole.
Ferguson 's work is the first to
confront _you as you enter the gal-

EDINBURGH
VERED

RED IS CO-

City Art Centre
This is an exhibition which is
of interest as much for its historical as for its artistic value.
Thomas Begbie's glass negatives have only recently been
unearthed and reprinted and,
they offer a remarkable antidote to our rather sanitised
and romanticised view of life
. in the last century.
Begbie was possessed with the
archetypal Victorian passion for
documenting, collecting and
categorising. His images document the crumbling ale houses
and spirit dealers of the Cowgate,
as well as the elaborate and ostentatious buildings then being
erected as lasting monuments to
contemporary, economic clout;

ours, of strong directional lines
and large canvases divided into
three narrow strips is very striking. If, however, you like me are
flummoxed as to what these, and
indeed most of the abstracts in this
exhibition 'mean', the titles will
not help you. I sought in vain to
fathom the depths of the impressive "Influence" and luckily the
catalogue was on hand to tell me
that this was an "anti-national
painting considering manipulation and control with yellow used
symbolically to represent wealth
and avarice". Say no more!
The adjective that springs to
mind for Mooney's paintings is
cosmic. They feature a recurrent
amoeba shape set within a network of patterned grids. His work
is boldly primary coloured and his
mixed media, extends to using
buildings which seem surprisingly
out of place next to the habitual
16th and 17th century slums and
the gap sites of the town.
Perhaps unintentionally, Beghie leaves the viewer with an
intense awareness of the chasm
between the confidant extravagance of the middle-classes, and
the poverty, deprivation and dirt,
endured by the majority of citizens.
He documents well, the Victorians' vigorous efforts to improve
their city and the engineering
works and building sites involved
in this ambitious work. One
dramatic photograph shows the
genesis of Cockburn Street as a
gash bf demolished building rising
from the Waverley Bridge, itself
being radically altered.
Begbie
supplemented
his
income by selling prints to tourists
and although th~se were carefully
contrived to minimise the more
unsavoury aspects of the city, they

bicycle tape and snails. Disembodied faces and figures hover,
recede and advance from a blaze
of colour. "Mapping II", "Migrations I" and "II", and "Peregrinations" with their fantastically
bright colours make Mooney's
work looks as if it was fun to paint.

Of the three artists, Thomson's
subtle images dominate the exhibition least and I found her work
attractive for this lack of assumption. Paintings such as "Naming
the Parts" and "Offerings" glow
quietly in dusky monotones and
golds with ropes, wheat and cords
intertwining through the paintings
and tiny works like "Fragment"
are gorgeously focused. With
artists as diverse as this, it is
impossible
to
be
equally
enthusiastic about them all,
nevertheless each has qualities
which makes them worth perusal.
Victoria Millar
retain interest as testimonies to
·contemporary social awareness.
The delapidated crofts at th~ foot
of Arthur's Seat and the fishing
community of Newhaven are portrayed as representatives of some
lost
rural
idyll.
Begbie's
documentary integrity is therefore counterbalanced by his taste
in the picturesque so typical of his
time.
Some of the glass negatives
were found broken and many of
the prints are badly marred by
gashes as a result. Others show
irregularities due to damage to the
negatives or to the limitations of
the equipment of the perio9.
The photographs are on the
whole, well composed and lit and
some are extremely beautiful.
This may prove to be a significant
exhibition, rare in its clarity and
depth for those interested in the
history of photography or in that
of their adopted city.
Joanna Swanson

'Peregrinations' by Jim Mooney.
sive work of Harry More-Gordon

FROM THE DIRECTORS to which one is immediately
CHAIR
drawn by an obvious sense of
Open Eye Gallery
Until25 January
The Open Eye Gallery plays
host this month to a diverse
selection of works from 28
contemporary Scottish artists

humour and a quirky realism. Ian
Howards 'Shrine' conjures up a
world of mechanical toys and childrens dreams - fine draughtsmanship coupled with intriguing·
architectural vision. A painting
which undeniably stands out from
the rest is Victoria Crowe's 'Still
Life with Curious Doll', a cool
and sophisticated work in terracotta tones and arguably her
finest painting to date.

Not surprisingly, it is almost
impossible when confronted with
such a wide-ranging display to
generalize in any way; reactions to
it will be as diverse as the paintThere is no consistency of style
ings themselves. For many, the or temperament whatsoever
highlights will be Albert Runci- .which adds to one's enjoyment of
man Cummings' visions of an exhibition that spans many
enchanted gardens and ancient years, styles and media. The eleruins peopled with fauns and cen- ment of personal choice comes
taurs, crystal-clear astonishingly over very strongly and against the
detailed masterpieces which bronze and stone sculpture of
would be an absorbing delight to David Annand, the exhibition is
inspect with a magnifying glass, as one it would be sad to miss.
well as the arresting and i_mp~esHester Marriott

BRIGHT SPARKS

major names are here, past and
present; Bacon, Freud, Hepworth
and the Nicolsons, nestling nicely
besides the Elizabeth Watt
Scottish National Gallery of bequest, an excellent collection of
art from 1920 to 1960, donated to
Modern Art
the gallery upon her death last
Ninety years into the Twen- October.
tieth century, and modern art
Mis.s Watt's taste favours the
still evolves at an enigmatic abstract and surrealist circles.
speed, in an even more enig- Thus members from Unit One
matic manner. Whether this and usually overshadowed artists
visual evolution has whirled from the English Surrealists group
up or down the axis of taste or are well represented. Paul Nash's
delicate landscape watercolours,ql:'ality will always be an open
discussion
for
debate.
Whilst the Americans
Nevertheless, in retrospective,
we
British
have were throwing paint in
remained rather subdued in the air, many
the battle for non-confor- Englishmen seemingly
mity. None of that canning
didn't want to get their
shit lark here; our stiff upper
lip remained intact, whilst ·easels mucky.
other Europeans waged war
and William Roberts' brilliant oils
upon traditional concepts, of "The Ballet" and · "Rhine
and won.
Boat", represent diverse styles,
It comes therefore as no suralbeit within the restrained British
prise that while the downstairs framework of standard and taste.
holds the bold and the splosh and John Tunnard and Tristram Hillthe Pop~ the upper realms of the ier are given excellent promiScottish National Gallery of Mod- · nence: flanking the exhibitions'
ern Art has been rearranging for a entrance, and receiving more than
succinct retrospective of Twen- the token representation that they
tieth century British art. All the usually gain. Hilliers' "Quantox

THE ELIZABETH WATT
BEQUEST. BRITISH ART
1920-1960

Head" (1946), is a beau.tiful,
minute oil of exceptional quality.
Cliff faces, pebbles and figures are
executed in a turpentined down
Dalian manner. Paradoxically
consisting of rich pastel colours ,
its' tranquility booms louder than
many of its' larger companions.
Still even with a few Scottish
nominees gaining prominance
amongst the Spencers and the
Hitchens in Miss Watt's primarily
English collection, one cannot
dispute that in the earlier part of
the century, whilst the Americans
were throwing paint in the air,
many Englishmen, seemingly
didn't want to get their easels
mucky.
The British were/are/will continue to be excellent painters, and
the Modern Gallery mounts an
exhibition to show our islands
unique visual evolution . Yet placing it within a more European·
context, bigness is not a word that
immediately comes to mind. The.
British style represented here may
not be big in size, or loudness; but
it certainly does possess a quality
of distinction . Indubitably the visual product of a gentleman 's sable
haired brush will last longer than
the quick pun of a couple of wax
American tourists .
Alison Brown
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a brilliant staccato sound
picking out the cross-rhythms
over a lush bass.

sco
Usher Hall
January 11
THERE'S A LOT of it
about. After a very successful
"West Side Story" last week
the SCO presented an
"American Night" including
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
Blue" and highlights from
"Porgy and Bess" .The concert,however ,opened with a
piece by a British composer ,Constant
Lambert's
"Rio
Grande" .If
the
orchestra threw themselves
into the South American
dance rhythms,the British
were still well represented by
the Scottish Philharmonic
Singers. They were trying to
follow Car) Davis' enthusias-

In the second half the atmo phere in the Usher Hall of devout
concert-worshippers began to be
eroded as big,black Jo-Ann Pickens and Louis Hagen-Williams
took the stage .The acoustic of the
well-cushioned hall u!lfortunately
made the first iong into
"Ouoomootime"and the singers
did not project clearly over the
orchestra .But their gestures in the
duet ''Bess ,you are my woman
now"were as visually as moving as
their indulgent and emotional
singing.

And then the miracle bappened.Louis Hagen-Williams was
?bviously keen to demolish any
1dea of stand-up,sit-down opera
arias and had already been slipping anarchic whoops of "Come
on Bessy" into the delicate playout of the love song.So when he
stood up to sing "It ain't necessartic flappings with a concern ily so" it was with a wicked and
for order which was a little seductive grin that he brought in
misconceived in the wild ana the chorus.Turning away from the
jazzy "Rio Grande" ..Car! audience he waggled his finger
Davis is an extraordinary roguishly and sketched in the
conductor ,flinging his arms words with big gestures.Then Car!
in an elastic wave movement Davis,ape-like,picked up the gesfrom his hunched shoulders tures in imitation and suddenly
from the stuffed shirts above the
to look exactly like the "King organ consul,there were signs of
of the Jungle" ·orang-utan life.A wagging finger,then a
from the Disney "Jungle sheepish wave,and then all at
Book" .His
conducting once the Philharmonic Singers
technique
seemed
to were starting to bop. The irresistiwork,however,especially in ble Louis Hagen-Williams overwhelmed their reserve and by the
"Rhapsody in Blue", where end the audience were dancing in
he guided the orchestra the
aisles.I
exaggerate,of
through the complex changes course. If only I didn't have to.For
of mood and tempo to make the tapping feet and exuberance
it sound like a spontaneous should not be sacri!igious in the •
jazz gig.The solo piano concert hall.If mu_s•c .moves,and
breaks played
by
Pet
the SCO we.re provmg 1t ~oes, why
'
. .
.er not take a nsk and show 1t?
Evans,were electnfymg,wtth
Harriet Wilson

•

•

-

revzew
Kate Gartside and Raad Rawi.
Feydeau ingredients: mistaken
identity, thwarted lust and spiralling panic. It is a play along the
lines of "The Importance of Being
Earnest" but somehow it is much
funnier as is seen in the character
of Madame Aigreville, the
mother-in-law who outshines
even Lady Bracknell with her
overbearing presence.

little

of its

relevance today. The

EDINBURGH
UNIVER- plot is as ever impossible to sum- .
SAVOY
SITY
OPERA marise but needless to say
I
everyone gets married in the end
GROUP

on the Rue Amsterdam in
Paris is the venue for many liasons
between them which leads to
Royal Lyceum Theatre
with colourful complications on
hilarious difficulties and also proChurchill Theatre
the
way. Sullivan's exceptional
until 3 February
vides a good play on the words ·
score helps the opera to attain
22-27 January
for the title.
incredible heights of melodrama,
THE CURTAIN rises to a
Dancing, acrobatics, a live poocombined with moments _of
Next
week's
production
of
gasp from the audience and a · die onstage and beautiful music by
Gilbert and Sullivan's opera genuine poig nancy and eeriness.
spontaneous
burst
of · Offenbach and Saint-Saens all
"lolanthe" begins the Savoy
Tickets are £3.00 for students
applause ·at the spectacle ·. a_dd to thi~ spect~cular prod_ucOpera Group's 28th year as a and can be ordered through the
before us: a maid clad in . tlon. Comic one-liners are nfe,
The highlight of the evening
theatre or by visiting the lunorange with wings sprouting many ?f them _fr?m Dan Mullane was the mute maid's startling entr- university society.
who giVes a bnlhant performance ance at the end, miming to "Over
fr
h
b k b 'd h
om er ac
es1 e t ree as the laconic butler. Also notable
resplendently-dressed
is Frankie Cosgrave who gives a the Rainbow" under a spotlight,
couples about to dance.
hilarious, larger-than-life por-: again complete with wings. I
After the entrance of the butler trayal of an obnoxious mother-in- hearo an old lady complaining on
things get complicated and the law. Jonathan Hackett who plays leaving that this was "silly". Yes,
it was; it was meant to be and as a
plot
evolves
around
the Doctor Molineaux brings a John
result it made the perfect ending
infidelities of three married Cleesian touch to the character
to an extremely funny and very
couples, unwittingly brought which is fitting as the plot
watchable play.
together through the affairs of becomes increasingly farcical.
Fiona Calder
The play has all the classic
their spouses. A dressmaker's (fat
phonic poem, The Noonday powerful. The dark moods
Witch, vividly bringing out the expressed so intensely in the centSCOTTISH NATIONAL
story-telling element of a piece rallargo reflect the consciousness
ORCHESTRA
with a detailed programme and of a composer who felt a profound
Usher Hall
frequent changes of mood and sense of alienation and isolation.
tone. The delicacy of the tremolo The frustration and despair he
12 January
strings in the entry of the witch experienced at the events in postTHE SNO risked reducing its , was breathtaking, with a beautiful WW2 Czechoslovakia could be
programme planning to the bass clarinet solo.
felt, but they were diminished by
The seemingly interminable the lack of cohesion.
level of formula and absurHoward Shelley and Thomson
dity by placing Martinu yet survey of Martinu's symphonies
again in the company of continued with a performance of combined in Rachmaninov's
his third, sometimes called his
Dvorak and Rachmaninov. Eroica. However, it failed to Piano Concerto No. 3 and generThe plot and characters of chtime stalls.at Teviot from M911.- .
ated great tension and bravura
Bryden Thomsen's conduct- refute the idea that Martinu com"Iolanthe"
make up one of Gil- day to Friday over the next two
Shelley's
ing was as perceptive and posed his symphonies without a articulation was expert in a per- berts most surreal creations, wee~. The- highlight of the
judicious as ever, but this did coherent conception of structure formance which was more than merging the pomp and stupidity of . opera's programme will be the
not compensate for the unim- and the unified totality which is usually daring, more than usually the House of Lords with the Charity Gala Performance on the
the symphony. Again, the work abandoned to spontaneous com- spiritual world of fairyland. The 23rd in aid of Cancer Relief. Ticaginative choice of works.
opera is primarily comic with a kets for this performance are on
Thomson conducted a delight- was intensely personal in nature munication.
Alan Campbell biting political satire which; loses sale for £15.00.
ful performance of Dvorak's sym- and the emotions expressed were

FITTING FOR LADIES
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LAST EXIT TO BROOK-

LYN
Odeon
Dir. Uli Edel
THE POSTER for Last .C'xit
To Brooklyn proudly proclaims it to be "the first major
motion picture of the 90's".
Unfortunately, this is probably the most positive feature
of this sordid, exploitative
trash.
The initial premise looks promising, if familiar: a collection of
vignettes taken from a seedy slum
in Brooklyn , 1952. Based om a
classic novel by Hubert Selby Jnr.
first published in 1964, the film is
populated by various lowlife:
tarty whore , brutal pimp , mincing
transvestites terrorised by local
hoodlums and so on.
Even the nominal hero is a
union official whose repressed
homosexual urges impel him to
beat his wife at night. Violence,
crime, perversion, prostitution
are all to be found here.
This is no place to bring up kids,
but another plot thread shows an
unmarried teenager giving birth
.to a baby, much to herfather's displeasure. His reaction is under- .

•

Jennifer Jason Leigh in Last Exit to Brooklyn.
standable: it's such a rough
neighbourhood that the kid will
probably be involved in a knife
fight as soon as her can walk.
Last Exii To Brooklyn is not a

pleasant picture . Its no-holds-barred portrayal of the grim underbelly of urban life is powerful
stuff, but hardly entertainment.
Rather than relate a coherent

story, the film shocks with a constant stream of unsettling images:
numerous beatings, a fatal car
accident , a bloody riot on the pieket line and , most distres~ingly of

•
Beasley. Mind you Hanks' own .
Jack
.of talent might have some-,
TURNER AND HOOCH
thing to do with this.
Odeon
Essentially the plot is simple:
boy meets dog, they have some
Dir: Roger Spottiswoode
fun together, one of them dies.
THE MOST striking thing Interpolated into this simple tale
about this · film is the dog of love and affection are a
Hooch of the title. So large is romance (between humans) , drug
it that not only is it well qual- smugglers and extended bouts of
ified to play the Hound of the comedy in which Beasley attacks
Baskervilles, but also any and eats everything in sight,
screen monster you care to including people and furniture.
We are treated to Beasley's
mention.
comic antics for over an hour, but,
Trained by Clint Rowe, Beas- unfortunately , whilst as a dog he is ·
ley plays Hooch, with a good deal versatile, as a comedian he is
of charm, even charisma, and ·his limited. Far too much ofthe film is
stunt double, Igor , even under- spent with him , and far too little
takes some death-defying feats.
developing the other characters of
Playing opposite children and
the plot.
animals is a well-known hazard
Hanks plays Turner, a police
for actors, and sure enough, Tom officer investigating a murder to
Hanks comes a poor second to which Hooch is the sole witness.

He speedily identifies a main suspect, and being a smart cop
decides, after several days of inactivity, that it might be wise to
question him. He cracks the case,
shoots the villains and marries the
local vet , with whom he brings up
Jots of puppies.
The film is an unhappy mishmash of comedy, romance and
thriller. Unfortunately, the cornedy isn't comic, the romance is
dull and the thriller doesn't thrill .
Everything about the film is predictable, right down to the manipulation of the audience, show-·
ing us Turner's anguish as Hooch
faces seemingly certain death.
If you like Tom Hanks , or big
dogs , or big dogs eating furniture ,
then this might be the film for you .
Otherwise, don't worry.
Avijit Chatterjee

all , a particularly brutal gang
rape . (No The Accused style
moralising here , though: the victim asks for it, gets it and doesn't
regret it)
Even the more lighthearted
moments , such as the pregnants
girl's waters breaking whilst she
models her wedding dress, seem
more distasteful than amusing.
It's . as if the producer, Bernd
Eichinger and the director, Uti
Edel , are deliberately provoking
outrage , as with their prev_ious
effort, Christine F. , simply for
.commercial success.
There are a few factors that
work in the film's favour. The cast
of actors, most of them
unknowns , give fine performances despite their unsympathetic roles , with Jennifer Jason
Leigh outstanding as the brassy
prostitute Tralala.
Mark Knopfler provides a
sweeping, if melodramatic score
that complements the unpleasantness quite well , and the freq uent
scenes of gratuitous violence are
skillfully staged.
It's a pity that the cast and
crew's obvious dedication could
not have been directed towards a
better film . For all their worthy
intentions,Last Exit To Brooklyn
is sadly the sort of movie that can
do more harm than good.
Neil Smith

They reunite when, ostracised by

EAT A BOWL OF TEA
the rest of the community and fac:::F:.:.ilm:..::..h.:o:::.u=.s:..:e::....:..:...:::....::-=-...;::.:~-- ing the birth of their first child,
~=::.:::::::.::...________

Dir: Wayne Wang
ADAPTED from the book of
E t A B l
t h e same na~e, a
ow:
Of Tea descnbes the · subtle
internal politics of the New
York Chinatown community.
Set firmly in the social context
of the late forties it·opens by
describing the effects on the
"t · f th
. t
d
co~mum Y ~
e sexas an
racast. exclusto~ l_aws of the
twenties and thtrhes.
The laws prevented the entry of
any Chinese women into America
and were only loosened by the
events of World War 11.
The narrative tumbles through
a series of events shot in Hong
Kong, San Francisco and New
York. Wah Gay, a minor gambler,
arranges the marriage of his allAmerican son to a traditionally
Chinese girl. This surprisingly
passionate mating begins to
crumble, however, when the
embracing security of the Chinese
community turns into unavoidable
social pressure. The son becomes
impotent, the wife takes on a seedy
lover, mayhem breaks out and the
couple temporarily br~ak up.

they decide to escape to San Francisco, where they end the film living happily ever after.
Despite the tragic nature of its
constituent parts, the film is
directed to be a lyrical and comical
whole. Wayne Wang focuses on
the macho quirks of this male sodety, and works hard to invest the
imagery with a humorous irony.
T_he rich pho~ography, attenti_o~ to
visual detail and entertammg
dialogue all contribute in making
this a pleasure to watch. The rare
occasions where the credibility of
the characters may drop can be
overlooked, as the movie conveys
characterisations that are more
varied and infinitely richer than
the usual Hollywood stereotypes.
The film shows not only that
Wayne Wang is an intelligent and
compassionate director, but also
that Hollywood may have some
artistic future if companies such as
Columbia are willing to back such
quality material. Such a future
will only materialise if Hollywood
is willing to put more directors like
Way ne Wang, Spike Lee or Jim.
Jarmusch behind their cameras.
This is something we just have to
wait and hope for.
Avie Luthra

WANTED
Hard working,
dedicated,
selfless,
top quality people.
The dog it was that di~d: Tom Hanks and the marvellous 8easley

We also need a few folks to write for the film page. Come to the
tudent offices at 1.30 on Wednesdays for details.
~-

--·-----·-,--.. .-4_ . _, ______ ,_~ -.. ·~--- . ~------~
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SISTERS
Dir: A.J. Ayer
Odeon

Michael flies to Quebec City
to meet his girlfriend Gabby
and to stay with her family for
the first time ... Not an original starting-point, bringing to
_mind a whole host of other
films which use this scenario
·as their basic plot and which
produce accordingly uniform
farce. Sisters however, with
its predilection for making
the apparently common,
original, and the ponderous,
light-hearted, is captivating
throughout.

that she has run away throws the
house into turmoil. A frantic
search in the countryside reveals
that Granny has returned to her
former home to make her final
symbolic farewells to past days
and past happiness.
It is Michael who finds her and
in the time they spend alone
together, he experiences more
emotional
discovery
simply
through observing the, abundance
of love and dignity in the old
woman than has ever been possible with his fickle and rather tedious girlfriend.
Throughout the film, and in
accordance with its r::t~r-mov•

.,

The dimly-lit mansion' into
which Michael ingenuously steps
is no ordinary home, housing no
ordinary family: Mr D 'Arc is an
eccentric aesthete who spends
most of his time in the nude and
whose only connection with the
outside world is the biography
which he is furiously writing on
the French philosopher Pascal.
Mrs D 'Arc leads an equally closeted existence, only leaving the
side of her confidante, a Catholic
.priest, in order to edify her
daughters. But they are as dark
and beautiful as Gabby , and treat
their guest with more than sisterly
hospitality , unlike Gabby herself,'
who spurns Michael almost as
soon as he has arrived.
However Michael doesn't have
too long to dwell on his misfortune. Mrs D'Arc's mother, known
to one and all as 'Granny' is dying
in hpspital and the sudden news
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plot, is an exuberance which overflows into the acting, most notably
that of Patrick Dempsey, whose
portrayal of the guest who has to
muddle through more than his fair
share of mess is both convincing
and very funny.
Though somewhat laboured in
its attempt to bring this wonder- ·
fully hectic energy to an incongruously neat conclusion, Sisters is a
fine film-, combining a poignant
illustration of a young man's initiation to emotional understanding ALWAYS beware of collecwith a refreshing willingness not tors. Whether of stamps,
to take itself too seriously.
match boxes or (as in this.
Gabs Weston

Last Friday's lecture at the Filmhouse
by John Kobal was billed as essential
for ariy self-respecting film buff, but
William Parry was not so impressed.

case) star photos, they pursue
their obsession to the point
where life becomes no more
than a meaningless quest
after mostly meaningless
trivia. They also tend to be
quite astonishingly boring.

Sheila Kelly, Jennifer Connelly and Ashley Greenfleld
are the eponymous Sisters.

I hated the man from the
moment I saw his jumper. Scarlet,
with a big "J" on the front. Then,
as he ran onto the stage grinning
dementedly, he spoke. "Glad to be
in Edinburgh as Ethel Merman,
Bette Davis, Greta Garbo would
say." Were we meant to be impressed - whisper to our neighbour
in awestruck tones of admiration?
Judging from · the stream of
sycophantic " irrelevances that
poured from Kobal's mouth, presumably the answer was yes. We
weren't. The audience giggled at
the absurdity of the figure before
them and most, like me, concluded
that "J" stood for Jerk.
We were looking at a 50-yearold child, still dazzled by the tarnished glory of his idols, idols that
he keeps alive by subscribing to the
myth that these photos sought to

propagate. There lay his tragedy.
Blessed with foreknowledge, few
would pay to hear a man speak
subjectively about these one-time
objects of universal desire. We
know all that ourselves. What the
audience wante_d were objectively
intelligent facts about the great
days of the Hollywood studio system and the stars it threw up. Had
Kobat · been any less obtuse it
would have been almost possible to
forgive his ;uperficial enthusiasm.
As it was, when he expressed opinions he merely betrayed his gross
naivety. "You can look into the
soul of another human being in
these photos. How often can you
do that in this world?" Certainly
not in pictures which by their very
purpose ensure that the only soul
we can see in them is that of the
studio publicity machine.
Up on stage Jim Hickey looked
increasingly nervous as the .evening wore on, and quite rightly ,so: it
was a disgrace that Kobal was ever
given so prestigious a platform to
speak from. A final word from the
man himself. "You can feel Joan
Crawford's
nipples
harden
whenever she sees a camera lens."
' Need I say more?
Willian Parry

OI>EON
CLERK STREET

031-667 7331/2

***MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR TOP MOVIES***
The first major motion picture of the '90s.

0

A film about life , love and the
gentle art of raising children .
STEVE MARTIN

LAST EXIT FROM BROOKLYN (18)

PARENTHOOD (15)

1.30 (except Sat and Sun), 3.45, 6.15, 8.35.
Late shows Friday and Saturday only at 11 pm.

It could happen to you.
Sep perf 1.55, 4.55, 7.55 .

Can the relationship last?
BILLY CRYSTAL
MEG RYAN

WHEN HARRY MET SALLY (15)
2.00, 4.15, 6.30, 9.00. Late shows Fri and Sat at 11.30 pm.
The Superstars of the Supernatural are back.

GHOSTBUSTERS 11 (PG)
1.05, 3.35, 6.05, 8.45.

Getting back was only the

Freewheelin'
87 SLATEFORD ROAD
031337 2351

WINTER SALE
Up to 30% off RRP with
copy of this ad.

b~ginning .

Michael J . Fox Christopher Lloyd

BACK TO THE

FUTURE II (PG)

DIAMOND BACK, MBK,
EMMELLE, RIDGEBACK,
DAWES, TOWNSEND

Sep perf2.00, 5.00, 8.00.
TOM HANKS

TURNER AND HOOCH (PG)
1.00, 3.20, 5.45, 8.30.

SISTERS (15)
1.45, 4.00, 6.10, 8.50.

Minogue in her big screen
debut.
Kylie
Christopher
Minogue
Lloyd

Saturday and Sunday only at 1.30. WALT DISNEY'S

THE DELINQUENTS (12)

OLIVER AND COMPANY U)

Sepperf2.15, 5.15, 8.15.

Late shows this Friday and Saturday at 11.15.

Student discount available on Mondays
ONLY on production of current
matriculation card.

SEX, LIES AND VIDEOTAPE (18)

ANTI-APARTHEID
SOCIETY

SI~

Roed

II

•

FIIEEWHEEUN

7.30 p.m. Thursday
at the
Chaplaincy Centre
Documentary:
"CHILDREN UNDER
APARTHEID"

jfJ~I
tf~

Same day,
or next day repairs.

Open Discussion
to follow.
All welcome.

NO SMOKING-All PROS~ SU~HT TO lAl ECHANGE

STAFF VACANCIES

(Part-time and Full-time)
Varying Hours:
Afternoon, Evening and Weekend
Rates of Pay: £2.20-£2.45 per hour

Phone for an appointment on
&677332 .

~ open seven days
food served all day fri & sat

restaurant.

=========I
t=
tuesday-saturday 1900-2200 I

1~i~4J~I
............................

•
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4. TURNER AND HOOCH
I pm, 3.20 pm, 5.45 pm, 8.30 pm

FILM

S.SISTERS
1.45 pm, 4.00 pm, 6.10 pm; 8.50 pm

£1.75 student ciJnce~sions until6 pm.
Normal price £2.60.

DOMINION
NEWBATILE TEA

4472660

CAMEO
38 HOME STREET

2284141

£2.80. Half-price concessions on
Mondays.

FILMHOUSE
LOTHIAN ROAD

I. WE THINK THE WORLD OF YOU
British gem set in post-war London.
Thursday and Friday, 2.30 pm
Thursday only, 6.15 pm

THE ABYSS
THE TERMINATOR
Friday 11.15 pm

3.HENRYV
Kenneth is great.
2 pm, 5 pm, 8 pm

£I. 75 student concessions all performances
except Cinema 3 at 8 pm.

BETTYBLUE
BLUE VELVET
Saturday 11.15 pm·

Prices vary between £1.20 and £2.90
according to performance. Student
concessions £2.00 on double bills.

ODEON
7 CLERK STREET

6677331

I. LAST EXIT TO BROOKLYN
First major motion picture of the decade.
1.30 pm, 3.45 pm, 6.15 pm, 8.30 pm
2. WHEN HARRY MET SALLY
Delightful.
2 pm, 4.15 pm , 6.30 pm, 9 pm
3. GHOSTBUSTERS Il
1.05 pm , 3.35 pm, 6.05 pm, 8.45 pm

MUSIC
THE NETWORK

MONDAY
THE ALARM
Those wild hairy Welshmen doing what
they do best -laying live. Be prepared
for plenty of p(lly)assion. £7.50

CANNON
LOTHIAN ROAD

2293030

EAT A BOWL OF TEA
Life in New York's Chinatown after
WWll.
Thursday and Saturday 8.30 pm.
Friday, Saturday, 6.15 pm.
JESUS OF MONTREAL
Denys Arcand's provocative new film.
Sunday to Wednesday, 8.15 pm
Monday to Wednesday, 6 pm
Wednesday only, 2.30 pm

SATURDAY

BASIN ST 337 1006

MONDAY

BOWEEVIL
One of the best blues covers bands
oding the rounds.
£1 after 9 pm

THE REFUGEES
The band behind Ffaere Nilsson.
Country and blues.
9.45 pm; Free

MOLOTOV COCKTAIL
9.30 pm ; Free

TUESDAY

TUESDAY

JOHNNY SUNBEAM
Adult pop.
9.45 pm; Free

ROOTSIE TOOTSIE BLUES BAND
Good ol' tock 'n' blues.
9.30; Free

PRESERVATION HALL 226 3816

SANDYMAN
9 pm; Free

GRIND LAV STREET

FITTING FOR LADIES
George Feydeau's 19th-century French
farce.
Fri 12 JaN-Sat 3 Feb
7.45pm

£2.50-£6.50

BEDLAM
2 FORREST ROAD

THURSDAY

FRIDAY
BIG GEORGE & THE BUSINESS
Glaswegian blues rockers.
£1 after9 pm

£5 (£3) .

TRAVERSE THEATRE
GRASSMARKET

2262633

DON JUAN
Pen Name's production of Brecht's
rewriting of the Moliere comedy.
Tue 16-Sun 21 Jan
7.30pm
£3.00

£3 (£2.501£2)

KING'S
2291201

PLAYHOUSE
GREENSIDE PL

5572590

CATS
This reminder is for those who haven't
ventured down Leith Walk in the past
two months. Yes, Andrew Lloyd
Webber's musical is still on and ith less
than a month to run you better hurry.
Every day untilSat 3 Feb
7.30 pm (Wed & at Mat 2.30 pm)

£6.50-£12.0
ROBIN HOOD AND THE
BABES IN THE WOOD
Just when you thought you'd got
Christmas over you there's always a
panto to remind you of the festive season.
This one stars Anita Harris and Una
McLean and claims to be the biggest
panto in the UK this year.
Ever day until Sat 17 Feb
7 pm (Mats 2.15 pm)

REBECCA
Brunton Theatre Company stage Daphne
Du Maurier's thriller.
Wed 27 Jan-Sat 3 Feb
7.30pm

£5-£7

£4.25 (£3)

BRUNTON THEATRE
MUSSELBURGH

6652240

BEAT PACK
All I know is that they are from Lo ndon,
sorry!
·
8pm-12 ; Free

THE VENUE 556 3073

THURSDAY
SPLODGENESSABOUNDS
This , in case you are confused, is the
band that brought us that famou s and
influential song 'Two pints of lager and
a packet of crisps please ·.

SATURDAY
INNOCENCE
Melodic rockers from various parts
of the country.

TUESDAY

9-4am

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY
ROD PATERSON
Folk
9 p~; Free

CLUBS

2253744

PHEDRE
Compangnie de !'Elan perform Racine's
spartan version of the classical tragedy.
Sat 20 Jan
7.30pm

'FRIDAY

LOS SUPREMOS
Blues covers.
9 pm ; Free

ADAMHOUSE
CHAMBERS STREET

2259873

CHRISTIE IN LOVE
EUTC perform Howard Brenton's 1969
play.
Thurs 18-Sat 20 Jan
7.30pm

2 LEVEN STREET

SUNDAY

THE BROTHERS
Resident rockers.
9.30 pm; Free

2299697

WOMEN ON THE VERGE
Spanish delight.
Sunday, 9.00 pm , GST

SATURDAY

MONDAY

THURSDAY
FREEDOM
Another new club to keep your feet
moving. We've been promised that as
well as the House that we all know and
love, there11 be jazz, funk, and more
mainstream dance sounds such as Prince.
And all proceeds from the Launch Party
go to the ANC, so make a date .
Wilkie House, Cowgate.
10.30pm- 3am
£2
SHAG
The well-known and loved mix of 70s and
80s disco, with the odd bit of
claustrophobia thrown in. -Entry on both
levels.
The Mission, Victoria Street I Shady
Ladies, Cowgate.
· 10.30pm - 3am
£1.50

FRIDAY
BARRIO NEGRO
At last - a club which plays what it
promises to play - a mix of Latin, jazz
and soul, which if the opening night is
anything to go by, will make this the new
Friday night place.
Network 2, Tollcross
10.30pm- 4am
£2 (instead of the advertised £2.50) and any free tickets are stiU valid.
•
SPANISH HARLEM
An incredibly large PA system, so if
thats how you like your House, go pose
with the rest.
Wilkie House, Cowgate
10.30pm- 3am
£3

5570436

DANGEROUS LIAISONS
Sexual intrigue amongst the amoral
French upper classes.
Sunday, 6.45 pm, GST

SILENT FALLS
9.45 pm; Free

ST JAMES OYSTER BAR
557 2925

ROYAL LYCEUM

RLMSOC
60 PLEASANCE

THE AFRICAN QUEEN
•Kate and Bogart.
Tuesday, 8.45 pm, Pleasance

WEDNESDAY

THEATRE

Matinee concessions £I .00. Early evening
concessions £1.50. Main evening £2.80.
No concessions on Saturdays.

2.PERSONA
1960s Swedish offering.
Thursday, 3 pm, 7 pm, 8.45 pm

. 2. BACK TO THE FUTURE II
Yes, I certainly do feel like I've seen it all
before.
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm·

JD AND THE WILDCATS.
9.45 pm; Free

SA V ANA LAMAR
Pop with that certain little salsa something.
9.45 pm; Free

MY GRANDMOTHER
Previously banned satire from USSR. .
Monday and Tuesday, 6.45 pm, 8.45 pm

SYL VIA SCARLET
Kate Hepburn and Cary Grant.
Tuesday, 6.45 pm, Pleasance

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

DIM SUM
Chinese immigrants in San Francisco.
Sunday, 6.45 pm and 8.45 pm

WORKING GIRL
Melanie Griffith, Sigourney Weaver,
Harrison Ford
Monday and Tuesday, 2.30 pm

I. PARENTHOOD
Steve Martin takes on the paternal role.
1.55 pm, 4.45 pm, 7.55 pm

TACKHEAD
Dance music with a diff;;ence, and
some very nifty sampling. The most
recent LP was called 'Friendly as a
Hand Grenade' so that might give you
an idea of what to expect.

NEGOCIANTS 225 6313

LOLA
French New Wave cinema.
Friday and Saturday, 3 pm ,
6.45 pm, 8.45 pm

MARNIE
Hitchcock at his best.
Wednesday, 3 pm, 5.30 pm, 8 pm

VENUS PETER
A boy, a boat and a Scottish island.
3 pm, 5 pm, 7pm, 9 pm

2. SHIRLEY VALENTINE
Shirley finds solace in Greece.
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm

•

228 2688

~~~==~~--~~--

I. GHOSTBUSTERS Il
More zany action.
2.10 pm, 5.10 pm, 8.10 pm

HAVING A DISCO, PARTY,
STARTING A CLUB? OR JUST
WANT PEOPLE TO KNOW
ABOUT YOUR REGULAR
MEETINGS? LET PEOPLE
KNOW THROUGH "WHAT'S ON"
-JUST HAVE THE FULL
DETAILS IN BY lpm MONDAY,
TO THE STUDENT OFFICES,
THE PLEASANCE ..

3. THE DELINQUENTS
Kylie even more obnoxious than
.Charlene.
2pm,5pm,8pm

BROKEN BONES
Formed from the ashes of Discharge,
thrash 'greats' now with new singer and
bassist. The name is very apt for th e
Moshpit.
6.30pm

SATURDAY
I'ACJFIC STATE
An~hcr offering from the llarlem crew if
you can take it. Reputedly a busy joint 'of
an evening.
Wilkie House, Cowgate
10.30pm - 3am
£3
KANGAROO KLUB
The shoulders are still bopping at this
long-running club - I'm sure the music
hasn't changed either.
The Mission, Victoria St
10.30pm- 3am
£2
MAMBO CLUB
The new(ish) option on a Saturday African influences. calypso and soca.
Makes a change.
Network 3, Tollcross
10.30pm - 3am
£2.50! £2 for members

WEDNESDAY
BREATHLESS
Our very own Potterrow is becoming a
happening place (I knew it would be
sooner or later). Getting better by the
minute, and still with lots of cheap beer
to keep you smiling.
Mandela Centre
Spm- lam
£1.50/50p for guests. Bring matric card.
THE DEEP
Supposedly another great Wednesday
club (where are they when you need
them at the weekend?) but not getting
the best of tumouts.
The Mission, Victoria St
10.30pm- 3am
£2

/
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EXHIBITIONS

43HIGHST

GRAEME MURRAVGALLERY
15 SCOTLAND ST

PORTRAIT GLALERY

NETHERBOW

5566020

KATE WHITEFORD
Exhibitions of some of this Scottish artists
recently completed gesso panels.
Until26 Jan
Tue-Fri 10 am-5 pm;
Sat 10 am-1 pm
AMERICAN CONNECTION CLASSES
Eight different courses to choose from
including acting. singing and chamber
music. Beginners to professionals.
Begins on Sat 13 Jan
Phone fot details

5569579

SHORELINES
Paintings, culptures and ceramics by
Jane Fletcher and Susan Nutgens.
Unti127 Jan
Mon-Sat 10 am-4.30 pm

OPEN EYE GALLERY
75 CUMBERLAND ST

5571020

CHRISTIAN UNION
Power Prayer, part I : "Prayer and the
Holy Spirit". Tea and worship with JGSS
Thompson.
6.30pm, Chaplaincy Centre

FROM YALTA TO MALTA
Dr Palairet , Dept of Economic and Social
History talking on the rise and decline of
Communist rule in Eastern Europe
I. JOpm, 6th floor, JCMB

GREEN BANANA CLUR
lndie and alternative disco in our
favourite night-spot.
Evening, Pottcrrow.
SOp with matric card.

Clare Anderson

As term gets going, so do we all
and there is certainly a good array
to choose from this week. There
are several good films to choose
from - 'When Harry Met Sally'
seems a good excuse (if you need
one) to miss any two o'clock commitments. 'Henry V' is a must, if
you still haven't seen it. Filmsoc
has a great Katherine Hepburn
double bill on Tuesday night.
For all you New Town Yahs out
there (and anyone else who just
happens to be passing) the Portrait Gallery has a fabulous collection of John Swannell's fashion
photography, in Queen Street.

CITIZENS RIGHTS OFFICE
43 Broughton Street
Mon 10 am-4.30 pm
Tue-Thur 1 pm-4.30 pm
Fri 10 am-4 pm
557 3366

CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU
58 Dundas Street
Mon-Fri 9.30 am-4 pm
Except Wed 9.30 am-12.30 pm
2.30 pm-4 pm and 6.30 pm-8 pm
5571500

OTHER THAN ITSELF
Four photographers explore the ability of
the camera to relate a story.
13 J an-10 Feb
Tues-Sat 11 am-5.30 pm

"COMUNN CEILTEACH
OILTHIGH DHUN EIDEA 'N"
alias the EU Highland Society
"Gaelic Influence on the European Stage"
A talk by Ronald Black of the Celtic
Dept, with an informal meeting
afterwards in the Hebrides Bar.
7.30pm, Balcony Room, Teviot.

KIRK SERVICE
Joint service from the University
Chaplaincy and Greyfriars Kirk. Preacher:
Rev Father Roger Clarke.
!lam, Greyfrairs. ·

TUESDAY
EU FOLK CLUII
With set from clarsach player Joanne
Burleigh.
9pm, The Pleasance

MONDAY
EU SCOTfiSH NATIONALIST
ASSOCIATION
Janet Law speaking on "Women and the
·sNP"
8.30pm, Highland Room, Pleasance.

Stephen Barnaby

OVERSEAS STUDENTS CENTRE
3a Buccleuch Place
Mon-Fri 11-4 pm
667 1011, ext 6804
KING'S BUILDINGS SERVICES
King's Buildings Union
West Mains Road
6671081
LESBIAN & GAY CENTRE
60 Broughton Street ·
557 3620
. NIGHTLINE
clo Societies Centfe
60 Pleasance
6pm-8am
557 4444

CLERKST

6682019

VICTOR FARRIS
Watercolours, mainly landscapes which
take water as their theme.
Until4 Feb
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm

WEDNESDAY
CHAPLAI CY CENTRE
Interdenominational Service of Holy
Communion for the week of prayer for
Christian Unity.
I.IOpm, Chaplaincy Centre
IIUNAC
Last Bunac orientation of the year, vitaf
ffor those wanting to work abroad this
summer.
7pm, Gearge Square Theatre
.JAZZ NIGHT
This week it's featuring the EU Big Band,
with Happy llour 8-9lml.
Evening, The Pleasance Bar.

brilliantly with the last few postapocalyptic hours , drawing powerfully
on
religion
and
philosophy. It was re!eased in the
Soviet Union to an acutely
responsive public just one month
before the Chernobyl disaster.
fil
But don't equate Russian
)
h 1m
(or Russian literature wit perpetual doom. Impulsive shots of
humour (albeit black) save the
works from the banality of pure
misery that never accomplishes
anything. On the whole, however'
it is inspiring and a relief to watch
flms
that have something to say.
1
. .
fl .
1
Th1s IS not so 1eyre
ect1ve upon a
psyche that has been. contin~a_lly
stamped _upon by a f1erc_e ~~s~n
terpretatwn of Commumsm. Slg·
nificant Russi~n arts have alway~
been challengmg and rarely self.
indulgent.

The West is certainly not so
deprived of problems enough of
its own to have disowned this
important, bravely sel(-analytic
genre. One of the undoubtedly
positive aspects of Soviet communism was the consequent salvation of the film industry from the
clutches of a commercialism that
stifles anything out of the
mainstream. The sublime, financial censorship imposed by the
Reaganite gurus of Hollywood
has done as much damage as Stalin ever aspired to. Two shades of
grey on a very bleak landscape.
Alternatively you could watch
Billy Bragg with Sverdlovsk's new
pop hopefuls Nautilus Pompilous
in 'From Russia With Rock'. If
Russophobia really has got the·
better of you by Wednesday afternoon then watch Oprah Winfrey
demonstrating Western television
at its most rofound.

·w HAT'S ON SPONSORED BY

,

IN THESUNbAV~~~~
\J OllRESPONDENT
\r

of death" (The Listener) the
Venue's Moshpit. Then on Monday "hopeless Welsh gits" ( Student) The Alarm strike defiant
poses and sing naff songs at the
Network. It's Tackhead time on
Wednesday at the Network with
Adrian Sherwood and his noisy
pals launching a vicious and
unprovoked assault on your
eardrums in a gig that it will
probably be safest to appreciate
from the bottom of Leith Walk.
Finally omnipresent local hillbillies We Free Kings muck out at
the Venue.

1

QUEEN'S HALL
5571140

105 HIGH STREET

THE SCISSORMEN
A university band, playing in Perth, at
Bianco's (if you know it). Support by the
Dolphins, there's a coach going at £2 a
head. Phone 557 6426 for details.

6671011

20 CHAMBERS ST

ALCHIMIA
Drawings from the Milanese design
group who specialise in abstract furniture
and design.
Until21 Jan
Mon-Fri 10 am-8 pm;
Sat & Sun 10 am-5 pm

SnLLSGALLERY

Meanwhile,
the
Brunton
Theatre will soon be staging .
Daphne Du Maurier's classic,
'Rebecca'. "Last night I dreamt I
Fortuitous
topicality
and
was in Manderley .... " Get your
patient co-ordination over the last
tickets soon, before they sell out.
two years make Chan!'lel 4's
After their successful first
'Soviet Spring' compulsive viewnight, Barrio Negro are crying out
ing. Perestroika has allowed both
to be visited. The prices have gone
the release of previously confisdown to only £2. Oh, and a note
cated footage as well as the explofrom the proprietor: it's Negro as
ration of contemporary Russia by
in Lego. not Neegro as in Ego.
Western film crews. The 'Evil
Expressing his respect for the
Empire' turns out to be populated
"peoples and cultures which proby very human' . ~maginative .
duce the music we dig so much",
people, whose creattvtty has been
he stresses the name does not
fuelled rather than crushed by the
derive from any racist overtones,
Kremlin.
exploitation or stereotyping. So
The
documentaries
show .
there.
British tele-journalism at its
Just remember, if you have
unrivalled best while the films
anything worth a mention in
show how rel~tively inert and
What's On or Review, then just
stale British cinema is at present.
contact the Student offices and let
'Letters from a Dead Man' deals
us know.

GIG GUIDE

INFORMATION

BOURNE FINE ART GALLERY

TV GUIDE

REVIEW

557 0707

POLISH CONTEMPORARY
DRAWINGS
The work of IS different Poles in this
show organised by galleries in
Southampton and Lodz.
18Jan-10Feb
M on-Sat 10 am-6 pm

SUNDAY

SWSS MEETING
"Drugs and Imperialism"
How genuine is Bush's 'war on dmgs'?
Who are the real pushers? This weeks
speaker is Joe Hartney. All welcome.
!pm, Chaplaincy Centre

"TWO pints of boot polish and a
packet of win'g nuts please." That
was the cry that rang out around
kindergartens down my way nine
years ago and who was responsible? Splodgenessabounds of
'course and they'll be abounding
at the Venue on Thursday night.
Saturday sees "melodic rockers" (
National Geographic) The Innocence giving the Venue a good
seeing to. On Sunday Broken
Bones who formed out of then
reviled, now legendary punk
thrashers Discharge grind, pulsate, ooze and wobble at that"
mega-armageddon sweat-filled
mother of an apocalyptic asylum

BLACKFRIARS ST

JOHN SWANNELL
Portraits by this fashion photographer
including ones of Andy Warhol , Bob
Geldof, Grace Jones and Billy Connolly.
18 Jan-2 April
M on-Sat 10 am-5 pm ; Sun 2-5 pm

SATURDAY

BUNAC INFO DESKS
For those of you who want t_o travel to
USA, Canada, Jamaica or Australia to
work .Also Monday and Wednesday, and
at KBU on Tuesday and Thursdays
•. l-2pm, The Pleasance

THURSDAY

5568921

557 4050
4DUNDASST
FROM THE DIRECTOR'S CHAIR
28 directors of public and private galleries • SCOTTISH WATERCOLOURS AND
have selected one work each from a
OILS
contemporary Scottish artist for this
Exhibition of works from the gallery's
exhibition.
stock.
Untii25Jan
Next exhibition in the spring.
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pni;
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm ;
Sat 10 am-4 pm
Sat 10 am-1 pm

FRIDAY

EVENTS

QUEENST

THE ARCHITECTURE
GALLERY

RICHARD DEMARCO
GALLERY

'
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ew of those who apply become Schlumb~rger
engineers. After all we need our graduates for real
jobs. No ticking off stock in warehouses or vetting
petty cash vouchers, nor banks of automatons working
on "defence contracts':

THE EN&INEERS
They will be this year's best engineers, looking for a
career with their sleeves rolled up and their wits about
them. They must be physically fit and technically
excellent, as, working in all climates and at all hours,
they are responsible for measuring the characteristics
of an oil reservoir by lowering sensitive instruments
into newly drilled wellbores.

THE JOB
Then they interpret the data gained and make a
quantitative and qualitative scientific assessment of the
potential of the well and advise their clients. As well as
running the job for clients, Schlumberger engineers are
responsible for maintenance and calibration of their
equipment; and when the job is done they follow up
with the client and write the invoice.

THE EYES OF

In return, Schlumberger offer those who are good enough,
a career training and company background which will
gain them worldwide respect in the oil industry.

THE CAREER
We will stand by you, promoting you on merit. We won't
fail you on examinations designed to restrict the numbers
in a profession, nor will you have to wait for people to
retire before you can exploit your potential to the full.
In Schlumberger everybody starts as a field engineer and
engineers are on our board and at the heads of our
companies.
If you could be one of the few, working anywhere in the
world the company sends you, responsible for your crew,
your equipment and yourself, obtaining data on which
multimillion dollar decisions are made, in sweltering heat
or North Sea gales - contact your university careers
service or:-

Schlpmberger Recruiting
1 Kingsway London WC2B &XH tel 01 379 6191

THE OIL INDUSTRY

